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"What place?"
— a 14-year-old. "Junior Friend"
Howard, Amy M . , M.A., December 1979 Interpersonal
Communication
An analysis of Youths' Perceptions of their "place" in 
their Family Communication System (122 pp.)
Director: Joyce Hocker Frost
Subjects used in this qualitative study were 18 
adolescents from the ages of 13 to 17 who were involved 
in the Friends to Youth program in Missoula, Montana.
All subjects were volunteers. Three separate phenomeno­
logical techniques were used, 1) the "family story",
2) the "family sculpture", and 3) the '‘family portrait".
As a source for additional information, a fourth technique, 
the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSCS), was used. The 
results of this study show that a youth can define a 
family, and describe, on a figurative-literal continuim, 
their family system and their place in that system 
through the use of the three techniques mentioned above. 
Additionally, the more figuratively the youth described 
the family, the more information was transmitted about 
the family as a unit. One of the most significant 
findings was the definition of the family unit as a 
unit of function rather than the traditional social 
definition. That the youth perceives his family as 
a unit of function rather than as a group of people 
that live in the same house holds important implications 
for family counselors, family therapists and social 
agencies geared to deal with the family.
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CHAPTER I
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to attempt an analysis of a 
perceived family communication system, from the perspective of only 
one member from that system.
Historically speaking, "it was psychoanalysis that first 
placed emphasis on the role of family conflict in mental illness," 
(Ackerman, 1970a) although, initially psychoanalysis was concerned 
with internal motivations and the reduction of behavior to a "bunch 
of sensations, and innate drives." (von Bertalanffy, 1968) The 
origins of psychoanalysis were based in Freud's belief that "every 
person's rational orientation to the world was underlain by a very 
powerful and primitive, non-rational component" (Napier, 1978) that 
caused a conflict between an individual's 'rational' social needs 
and those unconcious 'irrational' needs of the internal motivation. 
According to this approach, the sickness or "neurosis" in a family 
member resided in the family member. The methods of dealing with 
these neuroses was to remove the individual from her family and 
treat her problems. By taking the child out of the family system it 
was presumed that the family system played no part in the child's 
sickness. (Napier, p. ^5)
Following the Freudian underpinnings of psychoanalysis 
many theoretical approaches to treating sickness, specifically
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schizophrenia, were conceptualized. One of these was the Organic 
Theory (Haley, in Berger, 1978) which attempted to explain schizo­
phrenia as some organic or genetic defect of the individual. Yet, as 
Haley (p. 69) explains, the Organic Theory prevented the "development 
of a coherent family therapy of schizophrenia," although at the time, 
organic theorists1 attempts at combining the family in therapy 
failed. This only reinforced the idea that "the real problem was 
biological and the family, at most, was a stress factor." (Haley, 
p. 70)
Yet as Ackerman mentions in an earlier paper on family systems, 
"We live with others, an in early years we're almost exclusively 
with members of our family." (Guerin, 1976) The emphasis on family 
influence began to shift. In the late 1950's, psychiatrists such as 
Murray Bowen began studies of schizophrenic processes by focusing on 
patient and mother. (Fox, in Weiner, 1976) This led to the cate­
gorization by some theorists of the "schizophrenogenic mother"
(Napier, p. 46), a designation Jackson (1968, p. 7) found "rather 
useless or possibly misleading" for it pointed to only one relation­
ship in a family of many. As Haley mentions, "researchers began to 
discover that schizophrenics had fathers too" (Napier, p. 4?) and 
soon patients and parents were being studied at home (Henry, 1973) 
and in hospital wards (Fox, in Weiner, 1976). The direct observation 
of these whole units or family systems, led the researchers to believe 
the entire system was in "serious turmoil" (p. 456). Family members 
seemed able to potentiate or prevent efforts of the patient to change, 
and once that change was made it was additionally observed that a
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dramatic change in the entire family would take place. This shift 
to the systems orientation toward family therapy changed the emphasis 
from inherent individual traits to the importance of individual 
"differences" (von Bertalanffy, 1968), where the family was seen as 
an entity, "a whole, with its own structure, rules and goals,"
(Napier, p. 47) If the family was functioning as an integrated system, 
the therapist could change the system by facilitating change in any 
of the component parts of that system, yet how was that change to 
take place?
In 1956, Bateson, Weakland, Haley, and Jackson developed a 
theory of communicational disorders in family relationships as 
possible causes of family pathology. The■"double-bind" theory 
(Bateson, et al., 1956) changed the focus from system theory to 
that of transactional, interpersonal systems, where the message was 
no longer a linear interaction but a circular system of interpersonal 
relations. (Bateson, et al., 1962, in Jackson, 1968) Neurosis was 
no longer something that resided in the individual; it was also a 
part of the interpersonal process, and the treatment of that family 
"neurosis" became a method aimed at improving the "functioning of 
the family as a system through appraisal of the family as a unit."
(Fox, in Weiner, p. 451)
The system could now be changed by treating the interpersonal 
processes and communicational patterns that had developed in the 
family. By focusing on ther interpersonal and relational aspects 
of family problems therapists, such as Lidz, (Winston, in Berger, 1978) 
emphasized interpersonal role relationships and "illness" became "an
appropriate communicative response to a dysfunctional system." “ 
(Satir, 1967)
The research previously done in Family communication system 
therapy has focused on (l) families' perceptions of their system 
(Alexander, 1973. Larson, 197^; Levy and Epstein, 1963; Loveland, 
Wynne, Singer, 1963; etc.), (2) families' perception of the 
"identified patient" (Napier, 1978; Neimi, 197̂ -) and, (3) thera­
pists' perceptions of the I.P. or system (Minuchin, Montalvo,
Guemey, Rosman, and Schumer, 1967) , yet very few studies have been 
attempted that look at the I.P.s' perceptions of themselves in the 
family system (Scheck, Emerick, and el-Allal, 1973)* As Satir (1967) 
states, there is now a "need for the individual to observe himself 
in interaction, including the part he plays in the family system."
(p. 180)
Additionally, these methods assume access to the entire sys­
tem, interest from the system and/or availability to the system.
It would now seem important to develop some method of assessing, 
or defining, the family communicational system through family system 
therapy assumptions, with only one access point or member of that 
system. In working with juvenile delinquents, one may find it 
necessary to understand the patterns that exist in the system of that 
youth, yet the therapist or communication intervener may not have 
access to that system. The development of such an assessment scheme 
would have to assume that the perceptions of one member of a system 
could not be multiplied to equal the entire system, taking synergy 
into account (where the whole is not sum of the parts)
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(von Bertanffly, 1968). The perception of a youth would form a 
"sub-system" that could shed some light on the workings of the 
system of which it is a part (Scheck, et al., 1973)* In order to 
understand the effects of childrearing and family interaction on 
the child, it is necessary to "examine the child's interpretation 
of the interaction between himself and his parents, since it is 
his own definition that is most important to him" (p. 645)#
Incorporating a phenomenological perspective, a communication 
researcher takes into account that "self-perception of any event 
is reality," (Laing, 1969) and can begin to understand the func­
tioning of a youth's system through that youth's "reality" of that 
system. Although it can be argued that research based on such a 
highly subjective methodology could be impossible to validate, it 
can also be argued that objective approaches to a person's percep­
tion of his/her reality, although easily validated, may neglect 
certain facts because they "seem obvious" (ichheiser, 1970 ).
"Nothing evades our attention so persistently as that which is 
taken for granted. As a rule, we notice explicitly only those 
features of our total experience which strike our attention by not 
being obvious" (p. 15)• By including those perceptions of a youth 
in the explanation of the youth's family system a researcher may 
develop insight into that system that is very close to the "reality" 
of the system as members of the system see it and live it.
In developing a methodology to assess the perceived "self­
in-family" with only one access point to that system, it would then 
seem that such an endeavor should be based in a qualitative-
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phenomenological framework rather than the hypothetico-deductive 
quantitative one. Where the latter "expounds" a theory and proves 
that theory through observable facts, the former "presents examples 
from many different contexts to make obvious the structure that 
they have in common and the conclusions that follow from them" 
(Watzlawick, 1977). In one approach, "the examples are used as 
proof, in the other, their function is metaphorical and illustra­
tive" (p. xii).
By developing metaphorically based methodologies, this 
researcher sought to generate patterns that are descriptive of a 
youth's family system, from the perspective of the youth. These 
patterns could aid a communication intervener in further understanding 
the function and workings of the system as seen by the youth and 
attempt in "treating" that system, even though there may be only one 
"access point" to the system. Additionally, it may also "treat" the 
youth by helping to clarify and understand her role in the system.
This may enable her to adjust that role, or defend that role when 
family problems arise. It could lead to heightened self-esteem, for 
the youth may see that family problems are not just her fault but 
the "fault" of the communication interaction in the family system.
Thus, my specific research questions follow. By presenting 
the youth with three techniques that involve the projections of that 
youth's perceptions of her system (interviewing, sculpturing and 
a form of a projective test) I wanted to know:
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1. In what ways are youth able to generate descriptive 
statements about their family system and their place 
in that system?
2. What kinds of patterns will emerge that are descriptive 
of the youth's family system? Are there any commonalities 
in these patterns?
3. How can I, as a communication researcher, use this infor­
mation to help in the understanding of a system with only 
one "access point" or perception of that system?
4. How can I validate the above processes?
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
History and Background of the Family Systems Approach
In the late 1930’s, Nathan Ackerman, a psychoanalyst, 
published a paper entitled, "The Family As a Social and Emotional 
Unit," one of the first scholarly works dealing with the inter­
relatedness of human disorders. . In a later paper, "The Emergence 
of Family Diagnosis and Treatment: A Personal View," he states
that following his 1937 paper, "...the family approach arose in 
the study of nonpsychotic disorders in children as related to the 
family environment" (Guerin, in Guerin, 1976).
Ackerman is believed to be a pioneer in the family therapy 
field, for up to the publishing of his first paper,, family problems 
were thought to have their origins within one member of the family. 
Likewise, H. S. Sullivan and Frieda Fromm-Reichman are recognized as 
"discovering that mental illness had an interpersonal nature" (Satir, 
1967)• Yet, initially, most of the family movement was being done 
"underground", for as Bowen (in Guerin, 1976) explains, "The psycho­
analytic principles were based on rules to safeguard the personal 
privacy of the patient/therapist relationship and to prevent con­
tamination of the transference by contact with the patient's 
relatives." (p. 3). In 1952, Gregory Bateson, with Jay Haley,
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Don Jackson, and John Weakland published a paper that addressed the 
"contamination" of the patient's family, as Bowen mentions, as the 
source of the patient's problems. More specifically, "Toward a 
Theory of Schizophrenia" confronted, not only the patient’s family 
environment or interrelations, but also focused on the interactions 
of that family environment. Communication, and the lack of communica­
tion, now became a way to view the family dysfunction.
Since Ackerman's first step into the family "arena", many' 
developments have been made. The Family Institute, now the Ackerman 
Family Institute, was founded in the late 19^0's. Salvador Minuchin 
began work at the Wiltwyck School for Boys and focused on juvenile 
delinquents and their family environment. GAP formed a committee on 
the family, where in 1970, classifications of family therapists were 
introduced on a scale from A to Z. (Guerin, p. 16) Beels and Ferber, 
in "The Field of Family Therapy" (1969)* added insight to this classi­
fication scheme by observing therapists as "conductors" and "reactors". 
Not only were the therapists’ behaviors categorized, but family therapy 
had advanced to the point that there were also different theoretical 
approaches. The original psychoanalytic base of family therapy began 
to change with the development of the systems approach to families, 
introduced by Bateson, Haley, Jackson and Weakland in their 1952 paper. 
Recently, many of the Ackerman-influenced family therapists— Zwerling, 
Minuchin, Bowen— have made the theoretical shift to the family systems 
approach. Guerin (1976) sees both Bateson and Bowen as highly 
influential people in the rapid growth of the family system as a 
theoretical base. (p. 20) Where Bowen’s philosophy is that of
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"free will" (Guerin, in Guerin, p. 20), Bateson takes the premise 
that communication is the framework for attempting change in a system, 
Bateson and other communication systems therapists (Jackson, Haley, 
Weakland, Satir, Watzlawick, and Erickson) work at "fixing" a system 
through the communicational "paradoxes and pathologies" within that 
system. It is upon this theoretical framework that this paper is 
based.
Communication Systems
Communication interaction, between a dyad or a larger group 
like a family or a community, can be applied to the General Systems 
Theory pioneered by von Bertalanffy in 1968. Although, originally, 
this theoretical framework was applied to biological and engineering 
systems, many of the same concepts are applicable to "ongoing inter­
action" of communication systems.
Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson, in the Pragmatics of Communi­
cation (1-968) ,• define an interactional system as one where:
"two or more communicants are in the process of, or, 
at least the level of, defining the nature of their 
relationship"(p. 121).
Since communication is seen as a "dynamic, everchanging process 
(Stewart, 1973)t a system that incorporates communication and inter­
action must also be viewed as dynamic. This flexibility allows for 
the "exchange of materials, energies, and information with the 
environment". (Watzlawick, et. al., 1968) Therefore, a communication 
system, specifically a family system, is seen as an open system with 
several properties:
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A) Wholeness. Wilmot (1975) believes wholeness "occurs 
whenever all elements of a system are interrelated." (p. 82)
In a family, this interdependence can be related to the 
concept of family homeostasis, where "the behavior of every 
individual within the family is dependent upon the behavior" 
of the other family members. (Watzlawick, et. al., I968) 
Homeostasis is an important element in the understanding of 
the I.P., for just as it has been shown that the I.P. serves 
a function for the family, (Satir, 1967) it has also been 
noted that a change in the I.P. affects a change in the 
entire family.
B) Synergy or Nonsummativity. "The whole is greater than 
the parts" characterizes the concept of synergy. (Wilmot,
1975) In working with families, synergy is an important 
element to consider. In a three person family of A, B, and
G, the system will be composed of person A, person B, person G, 
the relationship between A and B, B and C, A and C, and the 
system of A, B, and G. By using the youths' perceptions about 
the system, based on the concept of synergy, it is important 
to note that the information obtained will refer to the percep­
tion of the relationship between A and B, A and C, etc. This 
information can be used as an indicator of the perceptions 
of one member of the system, not as an indicator of the system 
itself.
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C) Feedback and Circularity. In a dynamic circular communi­
cation system, feedback plays an important part in the 
"learning and growth" that occurs in that system (Watzlawick, 
et. al., p. 30).
"Families may be viewed as feedback loops, since the 
behavior of each person affects and is affected by the 
behavior of each other person. Input into such a system 
may be counteracted to maintain stability, depending on 
whether the feedback mechanisms are positive or negative."
(p. 31)
In a family with dysfunctional communication patterns, the 
feedback can serve as a threat to the balancing of that 
system.
D) Equifinality. Watzlawick (p. 127) states that the principle 
of equifinality means "that the same results spring from 
different origins or a state in which the same state can be 
reached in different ways and from different beginning condi­
tions" (Wilmot, p. 83). This can be applied to the characteri­
zation of juvenile delinquents, for in families that interact 
similarly, some can produce "non-deviant" offspring, while 
others produce five dysfunctional children or I.P.'s.
Therefore, communication interaction can be viewed through a systems 
approach. More specifically, family interaction creates its own open 
family system where the properties of General System Theory are 
applicable to the family interaction.
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Person Perception and Phenomenology
How one person views another or how one family member perceives
another refers to the process of person perception.
"Person perception is a transactional process. What one 
perceives another to be is a function of the available 
cues, the situation, and the perceiver himself. The 
perceiver is part of the very situation he is perceiving."
(Wilmot, 1975)
One of the major purposes of this study is to discover another 
way of viewing family "reality"— "the way it is as seen through the 
eyes of the family members" (Larson, 197^)• In 1966, Laing, Phillip- 
son, and Lee presented the Interpersonal Perception Method (IPM) 
designed for dyadic relational perception, where each person in a 
dyad can assess different perceptual levels: the direct, the meta,
and the meta-meta. Larson (197^) posits that this may be carried 
further to system perception and "sub-system perception", where the 
perceptions of any individual, or combination of individuals, provides 
some insight of the family reality at several levels:
1) Sally's perception of X
2) Sally's perception of the family's perception of X
3) Sally's perception of their perception of her perception
of X
Sally's perception of their perception of her perception 
of their perception of X
Taking the concept of synergy or nonsummativity into account, Larson
points out that these perceptions cannot be added to equal the whole
system.
Recently, studies have been done from the phenomenological 
perspective of the child (Scheck, Emerick, El-Assal, 1973; Haidle, 197̂ -)
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that examine the child's interpretation of the interaction between 
himself and his parents, since it is his ora definition of the situa­
tion that is "most significant" to him.
From a communication perspective, Watzlawick (1977) states;
...communication creates reality...our everyday 
traditional ideas of reality are illusions— which 
we spend substantial parts of our daily lives shoring 
up. Even at the considerable risk of trying to force 
facts into our definition of reality...the most 
dangerous delusion...is that there is only one reality. 
What there are, in fact, are many different versions 
of reality, some of which are contradictory, but all 
of which are the results of communication and not 
reflections of eternal objective truths, (p, xi)
Therefore, how a youth "sees" his family as an interactional unit is
that youth's reality of his family. It is upon this premise that the
phenomenological nature of this paper is based.
Qualitative Methodology
This study is based on a qualitative approach to research, 
for "...human phenomena do not arrange themselves obligingly in types 
but rather affords us the spectacle of endless overlapping" (Henry, 
1973)* This research approach is designed to assess a subjects' 
perspective without imposing external categorization upon that 
perspective. The information obtained from the youth interview will 
be compiled in order to generate categories from that information 
rather than taking the information and fitting it into pre-existing 
categories that were developed previous to the interviews. Because 
of the "exploratory" nature of this research, three projective tech­
niques have been developed based.on past research and present needs, 
to allow for the varying perceptions each youth may have about his
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family-. These projective techniques are designed so that this 
"overlapping" of "human phenomenon" can he observed.
Projective Techniques. People have always imposed their ideas 
on "unstructured stimuli" and this tendency has been recorded as far 
back as Leonardo Da Vinci (Rabin, 1967). In the early 1900's Binet 
and Simon developed pictures to elicit pictures and the development 
of the projective test, specifically the Thematic Apperception Test 
(TAT), began. The other event equally important in the development 
of the projective test as a means of psychological assessment was the 
occurence of the inkblot tests, later to be known as the Rorschach#
Recently, researchers (Bos, 1973 > Winter, Ferriera, and Olson, 
1965; Levy and Epstein, 1964; Elbert, Rosman, Minuchin, and Guerney, 
1964) have applied the projective techniques to family groups and 
family members. Other projective techniques have been developed 
specifically for family assessment. One of these is the "family 
relations indicator" developed by Howells and Liekorish (1969)'. This 
phenomenological technique is based on the Laing, Phillipson and Lee 
IPM and has family members interpret pictures of family scenes. These 
interpretations are based on each member's "own attitudes and exper­
ience". Some of the questions asked each family member as they view 
the pictures are: What do you think is going on in the picture?
What do you think they're doing? Do you see anything you like? dislike? 
Are you in the picture?. It is from this technique that the "family 
portrait" techniques for this study were developed.
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Interview. The interview is a "valuable tool for establishing 
rapport, conveying empathy, and gaining knowledge regarding family 
interaction" (Fox, in Weiner, 1976). Additionally, the interview 
format has been used for story telling and fables beginning with the 
Swiss Psychoanalyst, L. Diiss, in 19^0. He used ten incomplete fables 
as story completion exercises in an attempt to explore psychological 
problems. (Villapecellxn, 1972) Loveland, Wynne and Singer (1963) 
developed "family fantasy material" in an interview format. Perhaps 
the most widely known use of the interview in a story telling capacity 
is the Structured Family Interview developed by Watzlawick (1966). In 
this interview format, parents are asked to discuss the meaning of a 
proverb. The children are then brought into the room and taught the 
proverb by the parents. This projective technique provides the observer 
and family members with a way to explore the family unit while simul­
taneously cutting through the usual intellectual!zation used to 
describe family members.
Sculpturing. Family sculpturing is thought to have been 
started by David Kantor and Fred Duhl, as an offshoot of psychodrama. 
(Geddis and Medway, 19?7) Family sculpturing, family art, or, as 
Mostwin refers to these techniques, "symbolic expressive modalities"
(in Geddis and Medway, 1977) tend to "facillitate communication by 
lowering defenses and allowing an individual to express his concerns in 
a more or less indirect and non-threatening manner. Under the guise 
of 'play' an abundance of significant material may be harvested"
(p. 22k) .
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Other "expressive modalities" have been developed by Minuchin, 
1967; Kwiatkowska, 1967; Geddis and Medway, 1977; Guerin, in Guerin, 
1976; Hawaorth, 1968; Papp, 1973 and 1976 and Simon, 1972. Perhaps 
the most widely known to family communication theorists is the sculp­
turing done by Virginia Satir. One of her exercises presented in 
Peoplemaking (1972) is developed for the purposes of representing the 
family system in a mobile, where each family member attempts to balance 
different figures in relation to each other. This allows the family 
member to actually "see" their perceptions of themselves in their 
family system. It is from this exercise that the sculpturing tech­
nique used in this study is based.
Definitions and Assumptions
Throughout this paper there are many terms, borrowed from the 
various fields of sociology, family therapy and communication that 
need to be defined within the context of this paper.
Juvenile Delinquent
With all the diversity in literature relating to juvenile 
delinquents, a standard definition is becoming increasingly difficult 
to locate. Personality profiles done on the "juvenile delinquent" 
have found them to range from pro-social to anti-social (Kinch, in 
Gluek, 1970). They have been shown to be low on peer trust (Austrin 
and Boever, I977)t immature, hostile, aggressive, impulsive, guiltless, 
(McCord, 1956) and "warped" in their capacity for love (Davis and 
Strivers, 1975)* Jenkins (with Hewitt, 19^) categorized delinquent 
youth into three different categories where Type I was shy and overly
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inhibited; Type II was aggressive, selfish, and "known" to indulge in 
masturbation; and Type III was the "psuedo-social", defiant and decep­
tive, but loyal to peers. Although the personality characteristics 
presented in the typologies by Jenkins may seem to be vague, he was 
one of the first that linked delinquency to the interaction between 
parent and child. Other typologies of youth are based on demographic 
characteristics ranging from low income homes to working mothers.
Some sociologists point to delinquent neighborhoods as a "major 
factor" in producing delinquency in children. Yet, many families live 
in these neighborhoods and do not produce delinquent youth, while 
others in the same neighborhoods produce them in "droves" (Satir, 
196?). Other causal factors include heredity and neurology. (McCord,
p .67)
A study done in 197? collected attributions about delinquency 
from the youth themselves, where it was found that the attributions 
were situational rather than causal (Wells, 1977)* Dawes (197^) 
surveyed demographic and personality characteristics of fifty delin­
quent youth and. fifty "controls". His results pointed to "deviant 
patters of interaction", occurring more frequently in the delinquent 
sample, with no notable difference in any other demographic or person­
ality characteristic.
It is this "deviant" interaction pattern, specifically, the 
youth's view of his interaction within his family system, that will be 
the focus of this study. For the purpose of this paper, "youth" is to 
be defined as an adolescent between the ages of 13 to 17 who have
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previously been in legal difficulty or is perceived as taking part in 
activities that could lead to illegal behavior•
The Youth as the Identified Patient
Within the family therapy literature, the term "identified 
patient", or I.P., is frequently mentioned. Virginia Satir in 
Con .joint Family Therapy, defines the identified patient as "the family 
member who is most obviously affected by a pained marital relationship 
and most subjected to dysfunctional parenting" (p. 2). Others 
(Bateson, et. al., 1952; Watzlawick, et. al., 1968) have pointed to 
the dysfunctional communication patterns and paradoxical communication 
that exists within the family system as a major contributor to the 
emergence of the I.P., or specifically, the schizophrenic child. 
Eventually, as Satir points out (1967, p. 39)» "the environment 
verifies the I.P. label by officially responding to the child as 
different, delinquent or sick". Such a labeling only helps to maintain 
the system that creates the I,P. Additionally, the I.P.'s symptoms 
are seen as "serving a family function, as well as an individual 
function" (Satir, 1967). There is a family need for the "sickness" 
or delinquency. Thus the identified patient is a social-interactive 
designation rather than a designation derived from psycho-pathology.
For the purposes of this study, the juvenile delinquent or 
youth will be viewed as the.I.P. in his family system.
Family
Because of the phenomenological nature of this study, "family" 
is not limited to the immediate mother, father, and/or siblings. The
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definition of family will be provided by the youth during the inter­
view and will include each member or "significant other" that the 
youth perceives as part of her family system.
The Tennessee Self Concept Scale
The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS), developed by Fitts 
and Hammer, "purports to measure the self concept" (Bertinetti and 
Fabry, 1977) by using a 3 x 6 multi-dimensional matrix of items that 
can be divided into two areas which reflect the "frame of reference 
for any one individual" (Fitts and Hammer, 1969)• These two areas 
are defined as the "internal", as a person describes herself, and 
"external", how a person perceives the "outside forces" in defining 
herself. The internal reference points are: l) identity; 2) self- 
satisfaction; and 3) behavior, while l) physical self; 2) moral- 
ethical self; 3) personal self; k) family self; and 5) social self, 
are the "external reference points". Several studies have, shown the 
TSCS to have content, validity (Suinn, 1972), internal consistency 
(Pound, Hansen, and Putnam, 1977), and inter-scale reliability 
(Vacchiano and Strauss, 1968; Fitzgibbons and Cutler, 1972).
For the purpose of this study, the external reference points 
of the family self will be used, due to the inter-scale reliability 
having been validated. Bertinetti and Fabry (1977), in "The Investi­
gation of the Construct Validity of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale", 
use adolescents to support the construct of the TSCS and further sup­
ported the family self construct. Suinn (in Buros, 1972) finds the 
TSCS "suitable for subjects 12 and over".
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The Parent-Child. Relationship Behaviors
The "Family Portrait" technique, outlined in Chapter III, 
uses pictures to generate some statement about the youth's perception 
of himself in his family. The categorization of these pictures was 
based on six parent-child behaviors obtained by Roe and Siegelman in 
their "Parent-Child Relations Questionnaire" (1963)* This categori­
zation scheme was used because of the phenomenological nature of the 
Roe and Siegelman study. "Each behavior is that experienced by the 
child" (p. 355)• The six behaviors are characterized as: protective,
demanding, rejecting, neglecting, casual and loving. (For a descrip­
tion of these behaviors see Table ^.1.)
Summary
There seems to be a need for research from the communication
perspective to "help close the gap on inference, as well as document
the relationship between the patterns of communication" in the family
system and "symptomatic" or delinquent behaviors. (Satir, 1967)
Watzlawick, in the Pragmatics of Communication, adds:
Research with family systems is, at least for the time 
being, greatly hampered by the fact that there exists 
no scientific language sophisticated enough to be the 
vehicle for their explanation and perhaps, as Weiser 
suggests, the systems themselves are their own best 
and simplest explanation, (p. 32)
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Subjects to be used in this study were adolescents from the 
ages of 13-17 who are involved in the Friends to Youth Program in 
Missoula, Montana, a volunteer, community-based organization with the 
purpose of forming relationships between "troubled" youth and members 
of the community. This relationship is designed to serve two pur­
poses: (l) provide the youth with a "role model" outside of his/her 
normal everyday interactions; (2) provide the community with an 
insight to their youth and the problems they may face. These "youth", 
as they will be referred to throughout the rest of this paper, have 
all been in some type of legal difficulty or are suspected of taking 
part in activities that could lead to illegal behavior. The Friends 
to Youth program matches ("pairs") each youth, or "junior friend" with 
a "senior friend" an older volunteer from the Missoula community. All 
subjects are volunteers. They are required to complete the Tennessee 
Self Concept Scale as part of their entry into the Friends to'Youth 
program. Of the 18 youths interviewed throughout the study, ten of 
them were female, while eight were male. Their involvement with the 
Friends to Youth program ranged from a period of 15 months to two 
months, with the average length of involvement being 8.8 months.
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Twenty youth were originally contacted by Friends to Youth personnel 
to take part in this study. One youth failed to show up for two 
interviews, and was eventually cancelled while another youth decided 
not to take part in the study after his initial agreement. Three , 
youth were used in the pilot study, while 15 youth took part in the 
actual research.
Methodology
The methodology utilized in this study was in three parts: 
a) "Family Story" or the interview, (b) "Family Portrait" projective 
technique, and (c) a "sculpturing" projective technique. All of these 
techniques were phenomenologically based. That is, each technique 
was based on an analysis of the individual through that individual’s 
view of herself. The purpose in using these techniques was to generate 
descriptive statements about the youth's perception of her family and 
of her perceived role in that family. This enabled the researcher 
(and the youth) to form some idea about how the youth sees her place 
in the family system. Thus, I chose to assess the youth's perceptions 
of her "place" in the family system.
As a source for additional information, a fourth technique, 
the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) was used. Specifically, the 
external reference point of the "family self scale" was compared with 
the descriptive statements concerning the self in the family. This 
comparison was based on the assumption that people "operate in 
multiple relationship systems" (Satir, 196?). Our self-concepts "are 
derived from the context of those systems and the self-concept serves
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as an indicator of the system" (p. 179)• The "self-in-family scale" 
of the TSCS is a validated measurement of the family self-concept and 
provided additional information to the information obtained from the 
following techniques.
A, "Family Portrait" projective technique. This technique 
was meant to generate some descriptive statement by 
presenting the youth with 18 pictures chosen to represent 
the six categories of the parent-child characteristic 
behavior found by Roe and Siegelman (1963).
These descriptive behaviors, developed from the Parent- 
Child Relations Questionnaire (PCR), are as follows: 
Protective, Demanding, Rejecting, Neglecting, Casual, 
and Loving, The PCR categorization scheme was chosen 
because of its orientation toward the child's perception 
of his parents’ behavior. Each behavior describes how 
the parents act toward their children, "as experienced 
by the child" (p. 355)» which supports the phenomenologi­
cal perspective taken in this study.
These 18 pictures were chosen from a sample of 35 
pictures based on the categorization scheme of the PCR. 
This process was done by research assistants, not the 
researcher, to avoid as much experimenter bias as 
possible. Each assistant was briefed on the six PCR 
behaviors. They were then asked to place each picture 
in one of the six behavioral categories. Once the 35 
pictures were categorized, another assistant chose three 
from each category, a total of 18 pictures. This ensured 
that there were no "right" or "wrong" answers associated 
with .each picture. All of the 18 pictures chosen were 
shown to the youth.
These pictures were used as a stimulus in facilitating 
the youth to describe their place in the family system. 
Questions about how the youth sees herself, and others 
around her followed each picture description. Each youth 
was asked the same questions, followed by various probes 
(see Appendix I.a).
B. The second technique used to generate some descriptive 
statement was the expressive-projective technique of 
sculpturing. Using asexual characters assembled from 
pipe-cleaners,.the youth was asked to "sculpt" their 
family in a way that portrayed everyday interaction.
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This sculpture served as a stimulus for a discussion 
concerning how youth see themselves and others in 
relation to them in their family, (see Appendix I.b)
C. Interview or "Family Story". This technique involved the 
youth and the researcher in an open-ended interview, 
with the goal of eliciting, from the youth, her perceptions 
of her family situation and of her role in that family 
situation. Its object was to stimulate descriptive 
statements in the form of a family story that may generate 
some patterns in how a youth see themselves in their 
families. The interview format can be found in Appendix
I.e.
All of the above techniques were tape recorded for transcrip­
tion and analysis by the researcher.
Experimental Design
Since this study is qualitative in nature, the techniques 
previously mentioned will be utilized in a manner that is conducive to 
the phenomenological approach. Counter balancing will be used to 
control for any sequencing effects that might occur- in the utilization 
of the three projective techniques. The subjects were randomly assigned 
to one of six groups. (See Table 3*1>) The scores on the Tennessee 
Self Concept Scale (TSCS) were used as additional information in how 
the youth presents his perception of himself in the family system.
With inter-scale reliability being shown (Pound, Hansen and Putnam,
1977) the external reference point of the "family self" was the compar­
ison point used from the TSCS.
Additionally, a cross-checking procedure was used. This 
procedure involved a structured interview with one of the counselors 
from the Friends to Youth program in which the counselor served the 
function of "informant" to the family system. (See Appendix II and 
page 75.)
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This served as a cross-check on the information obtained by the 
researcher using the three description-generating techniques.
The interviews were developed with the purpose of generating 
patterns in the perceptions of each youth. The patterns were combined 
and categorization was attempted. This categorization was cross­
checked by research assistants who did not have the researcher's 
perspective.
Materials
•Materials for this study consisted of the TSCS in the Clinical 
and Research form (18 copies: three for the pilot study and 15 for
the actual study). Other material included: the 35 stimulus pictures
based on the PCR dimensions, 11 "pipe-cleaner" people, a tape recorder 
and tapes to cover 18 two hour interviews or 36 hours of tape. Seven 
research assistants were also needed; three helped with the PCR cate­
gorization of pictures and four served as cross checks on categories 
of patterns.
Procedure
The youth were contacted by Marilyn Chodosh Small, a counselor 
at Friends to Youth. They were required to complete the TSCS, which 
was administered by the researcher previous to the other three tech­
niques. After finishing the scale, the youth were administered the 
three techniques (family story, family portrait, and sculpturing) based 
on the random grouping of the individual youth. The collection of data 
occurred simultaneously with the use of each technique. The session 
was tape recorded.
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Following the session with the youth, the researcher transcribed 
the tapes on note cards. Upon completion of all the youth interviews, 
all the note cards were combined and the researcher and two research 
assistants attempted to find patterns in the phenomenological data.
These patterns were reviewed in search of any categories that emerged.
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TABLE 3.1 RANDOM GROUPING OF TECHNIQUES
TECHNIQUES T#1 Family Portrait
T#2 Family Sculpture
T#3 Family Story
Subjects Order of Technique
(randomly assigned to the
three groups)
n=3 Group 1 T#l, T#2, T#3
n=3 Group 2 T#l, T#3, T#2
n=3 Group 3 T#2, T#l, T#3
n=2 Group 4 T#Z, T#3, T#1
n=2 Group 5 T#3, T#l, T#2
n=2 Group 6 T#3, T#2, T#1
n=15
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
A family is a unit of people that help each other 
out and love each other. They are a unit of people 
that enjoy doing something, be supportive, I suppose, 
scold you when you're being bad, or good...people 
who do things together, as well as a group of people 
that do things by themselves...understands when one 
person likes to do something and the other person 
doesn't believe in it...they can come to a compromise.
-14-year-old "junior friend"
As stated in Chapter I, there were four major areas of concern 
in attempting this study. These were:
1. In what ways are youth able to generate descriptive 
statements about their family system and their place in 
that system?
2. What kinds of patterns will emerge that are descriptive
of the youth's family system? Are there any commonalities?
3. How can I, as a communication researcher, use this infor­
mation. in understanding the system with only one person 
available from that system?
k. How can these processes be validated?
For the purpose of a clearer format, Question 3 will be dealt with in 
Chapter V, Discussions and Implications.
Definition of Family
Before discussing the results of the research questions posed 
in Chapter I, I will present the definition of "family" from the 
phenomenological perspective of the youths interviewed. Each youth
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was asked to define a family. This was followed by questions attempting 
to relate that youth's family to the youth's definition of what a family 
is. (See Table 3*1 for question format.) Following the transcription 
of the youth interview tapes, each youths' definition was recorded.
From the reading and re-reading of the youths' definitions, four 
similar themes began to emerge. This similarity was mainly due to the 
words being used in the definitions, for example, three youth used the 
word "close" to describe what a family "is" to them.
Of the 15 youth interviewed, 13 defined a family as having at 
least one of the following variables;
Closeness. "Well, I figure things like you're really
close and you can talk about anything, and 
you can understand each other's problems, 
do things together; you're just close."
"A group of people that share a lot of things, 
that do a lot of things, that feel close about 
a lot of things."
"Oh, just the close group of people you think 
of when you think of family."
Togetherness. "A group of people who are together in the 
same house."
"A group of members who are joined together 
for good times and bad..."
"I like a family that gets together and does 
things together...listening to each other, 
stuff like that."
Caring. "It's a group of people who care about each
other..."
"...a group that cares enough to listen to 
each other when one is feeling bad."
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Supportiveness. "One that helps you out with problems."
"A group of people that helps you out when 
you're feeling low...kinda like a supporter."
Two youth "didn't know" what a family was. In the attempt to relate
the definition as presented by the youth to that youth's perception
of his own family, questions that focused on that link were asked.
Out of the fifteen youth (y) interviewed by the researcher (r) only
two included all of their family members into their definition of
"family":
R: "How about your step-dad?"
Y; "Nah, he ain't family."
Y: "My sister and my friends are my family, I get along with
them."
Y: "I'd call my family a whirl-around, different people are
my family to me at different times."
Y: "...my mom and some brothers and sisters...I can do without
my dad and the younger ones."
In reading each of the responses to these questions it appeared that 
to be included in that definition of the family unit, a family member 
needed to either be perceived as caring about the youth or living in 
the same house. Family members that remained in the house, regardless 
of the relationship with those members, were more likely to be per­
ceived as part of the family than those members who had either moved 
away— as in the case of other,brothers and sisters, divorced parents—  
or had been left by the rest of the family— as in the case of the 
father leaving the mother and taking the youth. Friends of the youths 
were also included in the family, mainly because they seemed to provide
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the variables needed in the idea or definition of a family— closeness, 
togetherness, caring and supportiveness. It is important to point 
out that the youths definitions focused on the family as a functional 
unit rather than a social unit, that is, the youth seemed to place 
more importance in what the family does for them than who is in the 
family.
These four variables were, additionally, found to overlap in 
several of the definitions. A family that is close can also be one 
that offers support to the other family members.
An additional finding was, out of a randomly chosen group of 
youth, 11 out of the 15 interviewed were from a home with divorced 
parents. Three youths had parents who had remarried, one youth was 
adopted, and four youths had one parent living with a girlfriend or 
boyfriend. Although this does represent a biased population of 
"juvenile delinquents", it is important to note the instability in 
most of the family units of the youth being interviewed.
Another area of concern involves the results of each youth 
interview.
1. In what ways are youth able to generate metaphorical statements 
about their family system and their place in that system?
The type of description that was generated varied according 
to the technique being used. The three techniques, outlined in 
Chapter III, were: Family Portrait, Family Sclupture, and Family
Story.
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Family Portrait
Each of the 15 youth chose three pictures out of a possible 
18 with a Total N chosen as 45. These pictures were based on the 
Roe-Siegelman Parent-Child Relations categorization scheme (1963). 
These categories and the frequency of each category choice is shown 
in Table 4.1.
TABLE 4.1 PARENT-CHILD RELATIONS AND FREQUENCY OCCURENCE
PCR CATEGORY FREQUENCY OF BEING CHOSEN
1. Casual 4
2. Demanding 4
3. Loving 8
4. Neglecting 10
5. Protective 4
6. Rejecting 15
Total N = 45
These findings support Medinnus' 1965 study where he found, using the
Roe-Siegelman PCR, a significant difference between the scores of 60 
delinquent and nondelinquent boys. The consistently most frequently,’ 
reported categories from the delinquent population were rejecting 
and neglecting, as opposed to the nondelinquent population that 
ranked these two categories as the lowest, with protecting and loving
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reported, most frequently. Similarly, Bandura and Walters (1.959) found 
that delinquent's relationships with parents were marked with a high 
incidence of rejection.
In choosing the pictures to represent their views of their 
family and their place in that family, the youths tended to characterize 
the pictures on a continuum ranging from figurative language to literal 
language. On the figurative end of the continuum, the descriptions 
were more abstract, and creative in their approach. The interpretations 
were highly symbolic and metaphorical. For example, when a youth chose 
a picture to represent his mother as a dog this was representative of 
a higher figurative description. The literal end of the continuum 
was characterized with descriptions of the youths' family as "it 
actually is". A description representative of the literal end of the 
continuum would involve a youth picking a picture of a man and a woman 
and describing that picture as his "mother and father".
The most abstract and richly detailed descriptions were seen 
as lying on the figurative side of the continuum.
(Re: a picture of a girl, alone)
R: "Who is that?"
Y: "Me...all alone...looking out my window...and I see people
...people looking at me, not seeing me, walking past me... 
and there's someone on the garage, he's laughing at me... 
he is there all the time...laughing at me...laughing..
(Re: a picture with a man in jail)
Y: "I picked it because sometimes I'd have done something
wrong and I've been grounded, you know? I'll have to 
stay in the house, and it seems like being in jail... 
being caged."
(Re: three men racing)
Y: "That is my mom, my dad and all the kids in one person."
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R: "What are they racing for?"
Y: "To see if they can get the other one in more pain."
(Re: picture with man in jail)
Y: "That one reminds me of our whole family. It just seems 
like everybody is caged up in our house."
(Re: picture of cartoon characters)
Y: "These are the 'good guys'. They always help out when
anyone is in trouble."
R: "Are you in the picture?"
Y: "You bet. I'm Dick Tracy."
(Re: picture of a woman looking out a window)
R: "Who is this?"
Y: "My mother when I was young (Note: this youth is adopted
and doesn't know his mother)...she's telling me everything 
will be allright."
(Re: picture of a man in jail)
Y: "This is my dad in disgust."
R: "Because he's in jail?"
Y: "Nope, because he's looking at me in jail."
R: "Have you ever been in jail before?"
Ys "No, but it seems like that at home."
(Re: picture of a dog)
Y: "That's my two oldest sisters, my mom and John, They're
the kind of people, when they come home, they want dinner 
on the table."
(Re: picture of a dog)
Y: "It reminds me of my dad...always waiting for somebody to
support him instead of supporting someone else. He just
looks like he ain't got nothing going for him."
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The literal description, the more concrete, "as it is" side
of the continuum, was also present in how the youth talked about
their families,
(Re: two men physically fighting)
R: "Who's that?"
Y: "Oh, me and my friends fighting,..messing around."
R: "Messing around?"
Y: "Yeah, you know, just wrestling...we do that all the time."
(Re: people sitting in a circle talking)
R: "How about this one...how is it like your family?"
Y: "A lot of times we all sit down if we have a problem...
that reminds me of sitting down and talking out problems."
(Re: a huge group of people)
R: "Who are all these people?"
Y: "The kids (brothers and sisters) at school."
R: "Where are you?"
Y: "I'm not there, I didn't make it that day."
(Re: men and women at a party)
Y: "This is my sisters, my aunt and uncle, my mom and dad,
because they're always getting together and everything."
R: "Are you in the picture?"
Y: "No, I don't like parties."
(Re: a man pointing at someone)
Y: "That's my stepdad, he's telling me what to do and I'd
better do it or else I'll get into a lot of trouble. He's
really yelling at me or something, just to give me that
really crushed feeling again."
(Re: a man pointing)
Y: "That's my mother there...nag, nag, nag, 'Go up to your
room,' 'You're restricted for a month,'...or whatever."
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(Re: people sitting in front of a fireplace)
R: "Who is in this picture?"
Y: "My sister and brother-in-law,"
R: "Are you in there?"
Y: "No, but I'm watching the picture, with my nieces on
the sofa,"
These descriptions permitted the assessment of perceptions 
underlying how the youth saw himself as a family member and provided 
a structure for that youth's perceptions of the acting relationships
between family members. As Loveland, Wynne and Singer (1963) point
out in using the "Family Rorschach", having a family member describe 
his perception of the family through "art techniques" gives the 
observer an idea about "the member's vantage point in viewing the 
scene" (p. 203)• Additionally, the more figuratively the youth spoke 
of his family system, the more speculation the researcher could make 
about how the youth saw himself as fitting into that system. Rather 
than being limited by a short, "that's the way it is" answer, the 
researcher could observe more interactional patterns and perceptions 
about the relationships with other family members through higher 
figurative language.
Some of the ways in which the youths used figurative descrip­
tion was to "see" their family members as animals or inanimate objects, 
yet due to the nature of the pictures (most pictures were of people) 
the more figurative descriptions focused on what the people were 
doing. Of the pictures chosen, a little less than half seem to be 
described more figuratively than the others which represented the 
literal end of the descriptive continuum.
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It was additionally noted that the youth tended to describe 
the pictures in terms of whether they were "in" or "out" of that 
picture. Feelings of being "in" or "out" of a family group are 
obviously relevant to the youths. Future studies may be able to 
highlight this variable as a way to study the inclusion-exclusion 
dynamics of a family.
Family Sculpture*
Out of the three techniques used in this study, the family 
sculpturing was consistently the easiest for the youth to understand 
and take part in. One youth out of the fifteen interviewed felt as 
though he "can't do this", while the other participants felt it was 
"fun", "neat", "cool" and "very informative". (See Appendix I.b. for 
family sculpture instructions.)
The "sculptors took several perspectives in creating their 
sculpture. This perspective difference is also noted by Simon (19?2) 
where:
Some sculptors represent their ideal of the family—  
others, the fulfillment of a special wish, others a 
deception with some family political purpose, (p. 55)
Duhl, Kantor and Duhl (in Bloch, 1973) point out that through the use
of sculptures "family patterns are made overt." These "family
patterns" were represented in the following ways:
A. Where the youth didn't include himself in the family group.
*The drawings were done by Marilyn Ghodosh Small.
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This exclusion was usually shown by placing the youth separate from 
the rest of the family.
Figure 4.1 YOUTH #1
M jOi
mm I
YOUTH #1: "This is my dad, he lives with mom an her boyfriend in a
huge house...and my brother, he gets along great with all 
three of them, it's an allright family situation. This 
is my grandma and this is me...we’re separated from them 
more or less, although I included her pretty close over 
here...and then I'm off, because I've been blamed for 
a lot of it...I don't know, I feel it would be better for 
the entire family if I wasn't even included in it."
Another way in which youth represented this separation from 
other family members was to show themselves in the process of moving 
away from the family.
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FIGURE 4.2 YOUTH #6
YOUTH #6: "O.K. , this is my sister and these are her two little kids,
cause she's really close to them, there's my mom, right 
there and there's my step-father...pretty well off...my 
"brother's just kinda in the middle, you know, not doing 
very much and l'’m way down there not quite with them."
R: "Are you hanging on or are you in the process of moving?"
Y: "I think I'm in the process of moving down, I don't know
if I want to stay up there too much longer."
B. The second perspective is one in which the youth and
another family member are shown apart from the rest of the
family, Papp, Silberstein and Garter (1973) point out that;
When one person feels hurt, angry, disappointed, or 
frustrated with another family member and cannot 
settle it with them, he tends to bring someone else 
into the relationship, (p. 201)
The youths represented this by placing themselves and other
family members (i.e., mom, dad, sister, etc.) separate from the rest
of the family.
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FIGURE 4.3 YOUTH #15
YOUTH #15: "Well, that's my mother, brother, father, and my sister
and my little brother."
R: "Why are you here and they're over there?"
Y: "Well, I just kinda drift off from my family...I consider
. myself set aside."
R: "...and your brother?"
Y: "We two are the same."
Another way youth represented coalitions or relationships with 
other family members was to place that family member between the youth 
and the rest of the family.
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FIGURE 4.4 YOUTH #7
R; "What are they doing?"
YOUTH #7: "Well, I put my brother, mom, dad, and sisters all
together...they’re eating dinner, I guess."
R: "And you?"
Y: "I'm not at home now, I don't eat dinner with them."
R: "I see your brother is closer to you."
Y: "Yeah, well, he's the one that gets lectured at too...
He understands."
C. The third perspective is one in which the youth includes 
herself yet leaves out other family members.
Some youth represented this by making family members anonymous, 
or, as the following youth explains, "Faceless",
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FIGURE 4.5 YOUTH #8
R: "Who are these people?"
YOUTH #8: "That's me and my oldest brother, J."
R: "Who are the other people?"
Y: "Just some people in my family, no one in particualar,
faceless, I suppose."
R: "Anyone not in the picture?"
Ys "No one."
A few youth did not include members of the family that were 
living outside of the youth's home, a finding that was similar to the 
"definition of family" results.
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FIGURE 4.6 YOUTH #14
YOUTH #14: "This is my "brother, this one's my sister, this is me and
this is my mom. We're having prayer right now."
R: "Anyone not in the sculpture?"
Y: "My older brother, my dad and my step-mom...they're way 
away...I don't worry about them."
Some youth entirely left out family members in their sculpture. 
One youth included his mother and sister in his family definition but 
did not acknowledge them in his sculpture.
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FIGURE k.7 YOUTH #5
t o n
YOUTH #5: "That's my dad yelling and that's me down there."
R: "Anyone not in the sculpture?"
Y: "Nope."
D. The last perspective is on in which the youth
includes all family members. In this perspective 
the youth represents all relationships with the 
family members.
Only two youth included all of their family members in their 
s culpture.
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FIGURE 4.8 YOUTH #4
©JL
mun
YOUTH #4: "This is my mom, my dad, my sister, and me. This is my
grandmother, grandfather and grandpa."
R: "Anyone not on here?"
Y: "My step-dad...he's down here...he ain't family."
By including all family members in the sculpture it was 
possible for the youth to represent some of the interrelationships 
between family members.
4?
FIGUEE 4.9 YOUTH #12
(Q) WVin-I
C j ^
YOUTH #12: "O.K., this would be my mom's family. This would be my
dad and my brothers and sister-in-law and this would be 
my mom and my sisters and brothers. My one sister is in 
the middle...she don't know what she wants..."
The ways in which the youth used and explained the pipecleaners 
to represent family members also varied. One youth gave each of the 
people different colors. Another youth bent the pipecleaners over 
him— "So it shows them yelling at me." The open circle of the pipe­
cleaners' heads was taken to represent "yelling mouths... that's what 
it seems like all the time anyway" or "faceless", "blank looking 
people with no feelings".
The most frequent result from the Family Sculpture technique 
was that distance represented the emotional bond that the youth felt 
for that particular family, member as was clarified to me by one youth:
"Are you as close to your nieces as your sister is?"
"Yeah, that's why I have them at the same distance."
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Papp, et. al. (1973) point out two advantages of the family
sculpturing technique: l) it seems to cut down on the intellectual-
izing, and 2) most importantly for this particular study it provides
the ’sculptor' with an opportunity to view the family as a unit.
(p. 203) From the following comments it appears that the Family
Sculpturing technique proved useful in providing that opportunity:
"Wow, it shows me that they're not all together hut 
there are some relations between some of them,”
"That was difficult because I usually don't think about 
it much the way it really is."
"Well, I see where I have a lot of problems with my family 
and that's why I'm drifting away."
"That was easyk"
"What about it was easy?"
"You could see it."
Through the use of the Family Sculpture, the youth could see 
how she views herself as part of the family unit. The sculpture also 
enabled the researcher to gain some information on the youth's perspec­
tive of how she fits into the family. Because this technique doesn't 
involve much verbalization, the family sculpture proved to be the most 
useful technique for portraying the youth's perception of how her 
family works.
Family Story
"I ain't no poet."
— 16-year-old "junior friend"
The intent of using this special means of communication 
is to go beyond the communication of meaning through 
ordinary intellectual channels alone. (Fellner, 1971)
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Out of the three techniques used in this study, the family 
story proved to he the most difficult for the youths to practice.
Yet, although there was difficulty initially in picturing their 
families as "stories", the youths did provide more phenomenological 
information about how they wished their families could "be" through 
the stories than with the other two techniques. It was through the 
family story that the youth came closest to his family definition.
Again, the description.of the stories ranged from figurative 
to literal. It was found that the stories that contained the more 
figurative description provided more information about the youth and 
how he perceived his family relationships than those stories that.were 
of the literal, "intellectualizing" description. Fellner found 
similar results in which stories with a "highly symbolic metaphorical 
form" serve to aid the ’storyteller' in "disguising the meaning."
(p. 428)
Additionally, I found that the stories took two perspectives: 
A) the youth's description of everyday life, and B) the youth's 
description of "what could be" or as Simon (p. 55) points out, "their 
ideal of the family".
These two perspectives and examples of both are presented in 
the stories below.
A. The youth's description of everyday life from the more literal 
description:
"We're at out house. My dad has asked me to clean my room and 
then he comes home and I haven't done it and he starts to yell 
at me...so I clean it up so he won't get mad at me."
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"What kind of feelings are in that story?"
"Well, he gets mad all the time."
"Oh? Does that story happen a lot?"
"Yeah."
"Well, it would probably start at the house...with my 
brothers and sisters...mostly they'd be watching T.V, My 
mom would probably be cooking..."
"Yeah, the whole family...well, everything's packed and we've 
planned this for a long time now...lots of fun and games, 
you know? All morning everything goes really well...we've 
played and laughed and everything and then we eat. That's 
fun too. We're all feeling really close and then something
happens, all of a sudden, mom gets mad and starts to scream
at me. She screams and hollers for a while and she goes and 
sits by herself. Well, then we have to leave, because no 
one is having any fun and then we all get into the car and go 
home and scream at each other all the way home...and for two 
weeks we never hear the' end of it* We? No, me, I never hear 
the end of it."
"What kind of an ending is that?"
"Not a very happy one...it never is."
The youth's everyday life from the figurative side of the continuum:
The figurative descriptions ranged from representing the family 
members as animals and inanimate objects to creating fantasies 
about the family unit. Four of the youth used animals as 
descriptive of the family members. One youth used an inanimate 
object in her story while four youths used fantasy in the 
description of "how it could be".
a. animals:
"O.K., my mom would be a grizzly bear...this is taking place 
in a forest...and my father would be a lion, my brother a 
mouse, my sister would be a human, my older brother would be 
something like a wizard and I would be something like an
orphan. We would be on something like a camping trip and my
mother, who is the bear, would probably go hunting for some­
thing to eat and most likely would not make it. Then she
would come back and the lion and her would get into a fight
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about the food because they'd both be hungry and they have 
a fight about it and the bear would lose and he'd wander 
off back into the forest."
"We'd be close to the forest that came down to a beach. 
There's a squirrel and the squirrel is trying to talk to the 
rabbit. The bear would be my father and the rabbit, my 
mother, is trying to listen to them both and the bear gets 
mad at the rabbit and decides to tear her to pieces,"
b. inanimate objects:
"We're in downtown Chicago, in a traffic jam. It's busy, 
very busy...things running everywhere. My mother would be 
a yellow school bus trying to make a left-hand turn on a 
one way street. And my three sisters are, well, they could 
be V.W.'s and they're waiting for this bust to make a left 
hand turn...so they can go. And John would be a stoplight 
that's burned out."
It seemed that the more figuratively a youth described his 
family, the more information about the interrelationships between 
family members was provided. This is due, in part, to the ease of 
"disguising the meaning" through abstract description. (Fellner, 1971) 
As one youth pointed out, "It is easier to talk about my dad, the
bear, drinking too much honey than to say he is an alcoholic."
The second perspective involves the actualization of the 
family definition.
B. The youth's description of "what could be" from the literal 
description:
"I'd like my family to be really close and a lot of together­
ness, like not fighting all the time. Everybody would get 
along and we'd do things together and we'd go to the mountains 
in the day or we'd go camping...we would be mellowed out and
not worried about the city's pressures and money all the time."
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"We would be wherever my parents are happy. My father would 
have a good job and my brother would be on his own with his 
kid and by then he’d have his stuff straightened out. And 
my brother Joe would have his stuff straight, too. By then 
I hope he finds a wife and one that's good for him."
The youth's description of "what could be" from the figurative 
perspective:
a. animals:
"We’re in the woods all my family are bears. We're there 
to celebrate Christmas and we make pine cones for presents 
and decorate a pine tree for a Christmas tree. We decorate 
it with berries and all kinds of different things and my 
daddy reaches up into the sky and gets a star for the top of 
the tree. We get the presents and put them under the tree 
and then we start opening them and everybody's excited about 
what they got and then we go into hibernation and when we 
wake up all our presents are there waiting for us."
b. fantasy:
"My family's out on a boat and we hit a dock and my sister,
I pull her out of the water, and my mom, it kinda threw her 
up to shore, you know? At the same time I seen something 
happening to my step-dad and my dog...so I go out and help 
my dog and leave my step-dad drowning.......1 couldn't let
my dog drown.... We all collect insurance from him drowning
and then we go to live with my dad again."
I found that through these three techniques'— the family story, 
the family portrait and the family sculpture— the youths could meaning­
fully talk about how they saw themselves in their family system. Some 
youths mentioned the perspectives of other family members by pointing 
out "...but my mom would probably include me" and "...but I don't 
think the rest of the family sees it this way." Another youth included 
Laing's relational meta-meta perspective by adding, "You know, I think 
that my parents think I include myself in the family... How wrong 
they are!"
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An additional finding was that the richness of detail and the
ease with which the youth used figurative description varied with the
order of the technique. I found that the most descriptive stories
were those at the end of the interview.
Again, as in the other techniques, the family story aided the
youth in viewing her family and the relationships in the family as a
system, as was pointed out by one youth:
Wow, now I can relate to them, not as people, but as...well,
I can substitute objects. It kinda makes you think about 
how you relate to them and how they relate to you. If 
people can relate to their family, not as people, but as 
inanimate objects and see what those objects stand for, then 
maybe they can understand the personality that goes into 
the family better.
The three techniques enabled the researcher to gain a vantage point on 
how the youth saw his family system. Specifically, in the family 
story, the researcher could observe the difference between how a 
youth saw an "ideal" family as opposed to how the youths saw their 
own families. The family story proved to be a useful technique in 
not only allowing the researcher that observation but it also permit­
ted the youth to be the most creative in representing his family with 
a more open ended approach. Of the three, this "story" technique was 
the most true to the phenomenological nature of the study.
The second question was concerned with the similarities in the 
youth interview.
2. What kinds of patterns will emerge that are descriptive of the 
youth's family system? Are there any commonalities?
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Watzlawick (1966) refers to the search for these patterns as 
"the starting point of all scientific investigation" (p. I36)• The 
"scanning for patterns" in this study began after the youth interviews 
were completed. The tapes of the interviews were transcribed and 
read and re-read in search for any similarities in the youths' 
responses. Initially, I found six descriptive patterns. These 
patterns were the way in which a qualitative researcher attempts to 
"make sense" of a lot of data. This inductive approach is a typical, 
procedure used in qualitative methodology (see Tofland, 1971) in which 
the data begins to take shape, rather than conforming the data to 
the shape of a pre-existing categorization scheme. The patterns, 
explanations and illustrations follow. (See Table 4.2)
TABLE 4.2 OUTLINE OF INITIAL PATTERN CODING
1. Patterns of conflict style and structure
a. competitive
b. avoidance
c. accommodation
2. Expression of control 
,a„ internally
b, externally
3. Function of the youth in the family system
4. Relational Proximity
5. Emotional Valence
6. Geographic Crowding
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l) The first pattern that was noted from the interviews were
those of conflict style and structure! Since this research is based
on the family system perspective, it follows that the idea of the
system as a functioning unit should carry over into how the family
does conflict. This was supported by the youth's perceptions of how
conflict works in the family:
"Yeah, when one person in the family starts to argue 
the whole group of us seems to go at it."
"...and we usually have to tell Tom that he has to 
live with us so he better get it together."
Frost and Wilmot (1978) point to two types of conflict, productive and
destructive. Productive conflict occurs when the system is flexible
enough to allow "the open and direct expression of conflict" (p. 17).
"A lot of times we try to sit down and talk out our 
problems."
Destructive conflict, on the other hand, "seems to have only one
direction— upward and outward" (p. 15)•
"All of a sudden mom starts.to scream, louder and louder, 
and then we all get into it...fighting and yelling."
I observed that, through most of the interviews, the youths'
perceptions of conflict were negative. Conflict was described as
something that is ever present or "always around" and something that
the youths try to avoid:
"My idea of a family is one where all the people get 
along and don't fight."
Conflict styles, the "characteristic approach" that a person 
takes toward conflict (Frost and Wilmot, p. 2?), were apparent in the 
ways in which the youth described how conflict is "approached" in
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their families. These styles took the following categorization:*
a. Competitive. This style of conflict was characterised by 
aggressiveness and uncooperativeness (Frost and Wilmot, p. 27).
Examples included:
"What are you doing?"
"Winning"
"How can you tell?
"Well look at the scratches on the other guy's face."
"What types of things are upsetting?"
"Uhm, family...like my step-dad yells a lot at my mother 
because he doesn't have any kids and he feels left out... 
but he'll yell at my mom, and hit my mom and get upset at 
her."
b. Avoidance. This style was characterized by being "non-assertive, 
passive, and not actively seeking cooperation" (Frost and Wilmot, p. 29). 
Examples included:
"What do you do after you start arguing?
"I go outside sometimes and just, well, hit things so I 
don't have to fight with him anymore."
"I usually leave arguments."
"Where do you go?"
"In the past, I took off for a couple of days,"
c. Accommodation. The third conflict style was characterized by 
"nonassertiveness and cooperation" (Frost and Wilmot, p. 53) and
This categorization is based on the Thomas-Kilmann diagram as out­
lined by Frost and Wilmot (1978).
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involves agreeing with most people to "smooth out" the conflict. 
Another term used to describe this particular style could be 
"placating", a behavior described by Satir in Peoplemaking (1972).
An example of this is;
"I'd be helping the fox. I'd be part of everybody saying,
'You’re right. You're right.'"
These three predominant styles involved how the youth "do" conflict 
and were composed of techniques that the youths use in approaching 
conflict, whereas the structure of conflict is composed of:
a) the choices available to the parties, and
b) the rewards and payoffs they receive from such a choice 
(Prost and Wilmot, p. 66).
I observed that one of the most consistent patterns in how a 
youth perceived the conflicts in her family system was that, in terms 
of the "available choices", some youth did not perceive herself as 
having any ("...they wouldn’t have the responsibility if I had the 
choice, but I don't."). Or, the available choices offered few rewards 
("So they said, 'You quit smoking your pot and drinking your beer or 
you don't come home.' Hell of a choice!"). This related to the second 
pattern that was noticed from analyzing the interviews, in which the 
youth placed the power as coming from his parents or from himself.
2) Expression of control, either internally or externally, was 
identified as the second pattern. If the youth perceived himself as 
being controlled by others in the family it was categorized as external 
control.
"Do the V.W.'s pass the bus or do they wait for the bus to go?"
"They have to wait for the bus to go."
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"i..When she caught me seeing those friends she said, 'I 
don't want to hear about it, just go to your room, just 
wait until your father gets home,’ blah, blah, blah...'
...not even giving me a chance to talk about it."
Additionally, external control was also defined as that control
society had on the youth:
"So these bars are like probation, can't do anything, 
can't go anywhere."
Internal control referred to the youth perceiving himself as
having some type of control on his own life:
"I just refuse to have my life being lived for me...I'm 
going to live it myself, the way I want to do it and it's 
not all that bad, no matter how much anybody will tell you 
about it, parents think it's horrid, but it's what every­
body's doing these days...and I'm making it just fine."
Mishler and Waxier (1968) point out that control is an integral part 
in the functioning of a family unit. Another way to characterize 
control is through the concept of power, "the ability to cause Or 
prevent change" (May, 1972), where the youth can be seen as having 
power over himself versus someone having power over him.
I found that external control occurred much more frequently, 
from the youth's perspective, than did internal control; occurring 
22 out of the 25 times noted in the transcripts. I therefore observe 
that most of the youth interviewed perceive power in the family as 
coming from outside of them rather than from themselves.
In The Interpersonal Underworld (1970) Schuts identifies con­
trol as one of three different relational needs. He defines control 
behavior as "behavior directed toward the satisfaction of the inter­
personal need for control" and identifies some of the terminology 
related to control as:
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"...power, authority, dominance, influence, leader..."
(p. 23).
Schutz also notes the distinction between the idea of internal.
control and external control:
Control is also manifested in behavior toward others 
controlling the self. Expressions of independence and 
rebellion exemplify lack of willingness to be controlled, 
while compliance, submission, and taking orders indicate 
various degrees of accepting the orders of others, (p. 23)
It seems that power and powerlessness, as perceived by the
youth, is a common theme from each interview. This point is highlighted
by a 15-year-old junior friend:
"Well, you know, they don't let me do anything, I have 
absolutely no freedom, and they wonder why I ran away!"
Another initial pattern involved the role of the youth in the 
family system or the function of the youth in the family. As -was 
discussed in Chapter I, the I.P., or "identified patient" is one func­
tion a youth may serve in the system— the function being that of the 
"sick child." This concept of the identified patient was supported 
in many of the youths' accounts of their place in their family system. 
"Are you in the picture?"
"You bet, in the middle."
"Oh, my grandma's tired of putting up with my bad ways,
I guess, I don't know, my grandma's old, she can't handle 
kids. They're always telling me I'm causing so much 
trouble."
"...and then they couldn't say, 'Look at what you've done 
to us now.' ...like I saw a psychologist once and my mom 
started seeing him and then my brother stopped seeing him 
right after we started, and so they said that the problem 
was me, I feel rejected from my whole family, and now there's 
a possibility that I'll have to move out."
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"Anyone else in the picture?"
"My big brother."
"What is he doing?"
"Getting lectured at too, same as me...when they're done 
with him they go to me."
Other than the I.P. function no other "functions" as perceived
by the youth were apparent in the transcripts. Additionally I observed
that five youth out of the 15 interviewed thought of themselves as the
"problem child".
*0 The fourth pattern was labeled relational proximity. This
pattern represented some type of closeness in relation to other family
members. Many times this closeness was in reference to the actual
distance between family members.
"This is my sister and these are her two little kids, 'cause
she's really close to them. There's my mom, right there and
there's my stepfather, pretty well off..."
"The story would probably take place in the city, and you 
gotta get away from the city sometimes, go to the country 
and get together...cities can separate families sometimes."
"Well, he ain't living with us so he's doing his own thing... 
haven't seen him for a long time. Most of the time he wasn't 
around anyway...he don't even write."
"It's quite a ways from here to Butte. It keeps them apart,
sometimes they use the:phone to call."
"My dad wasn't there much..."
This pattern centers around relational closeness and distance 
as compared to the following pattern which centers around emotional 
closeness and distance. A distinction between these two patterns is
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that the first, relational proximity, would apply to a response, "My 
family is separated from each other."; where the second, emotional 
valence would refer to the feeling of being separate, "I feel separate 
from my family."
5) The fifth pattern, emotional valence, was characterized 
by the youths' feelings about the relationship with other family 
members:
"I'd like my family to be really close and a lot of together­
ness , like not fighting all of the time,. Everybody would get 
along and we would do things together and we'd go to the 
mountains together in the day or we'd go camping and we'd 
get together and be close...that would just be nice, I guess."
"What kind of things would make you put the bars there?"
"Oh, a feeling of rejection, a feeling of not being wanted... 
stuff like that."
"I see they’re holding hands."
"That means they're a happy family."
"When our whole family prays together I hope that we stay 
together, I'm always hoping that we won't be separated... 
praying helps get us back together."
Schutz's close-far categorization scheme is applicable in the 
further explanation of emotional valence. Although affection, as he 
labels one of the relational needs, is intended to apply to a "one-to- 
one" relationship, the concept of emotional closeness or a "strong 
affectionate tie" can describe the relational needs of a youth from 
her family members. It is important to note that affection refers
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not only to the positive spectrum of emotions hut also includes the
negative or "lack of" affection, (p. 24).
6) Geographic crowding, the last of the initial patterns
found, refers to the youth's perception of space, and the impingement
of that space, whether by people or noise:
"...We're in downtown Chicago, in a traffic jam, and things 
are busy, very busy, things everywhere in different direc­
tions...and my cats and dogs would be part of the traffic 
jam, yelling 'What's going on?!'"
"...sometimes it seems as though we're really crowded."
"This is my family, with all the noise and commotion a 
family makes."
\
"...always running in to each other, day after day in the 
hallway, talking about the same thing. It just gets crowded."
These findings support a 1973 study done by Freedman, Heshka, 
and Levy on population density. This study showed that the "higher 
of density, the higher the incidence of juvenile delinquency." (in 
Freedman, 1975)
The check on these initially coded patterns was done in two 
steps; l) a check on the consistency of the initial coding and, 2) the 
development of new categorization schemes and.a check on similarities 
of those schemes.
Step 1: Two judges were given 151 notecards containing quotes that
represented each of the six patterns or categories of reported behavior. 
They were instructed to read the cards and place them in one of the 
categories, A seventh category, labeled "not applicable", was
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available for any cards that the judges couldn't place# the results 
follow on Table -̂#3 where:
1 represents conflict style and structure
2 represents expression of control
3 represents the function of the youth in the family system
4 represents relational proximity
5 represents emotional valence
6 represents geographic crowding, and
0 stands for those cards not applicable to any of the six 
categories
TABLE 4.3 CATEGORY CROSS CHECK
Category Researcher Coding Judge # 1 Judge #2
1 36 53 37
2 23 6 23
3 13 17 6
h 37 51 10
5 29 7 53
6 13 10 13
0 00 7 9
1 =  151 M it \j\
As Table ^#3 shows, in some instances the categorization similarity 
was very high (i.e. #6) while some of the agreement between judges 
was minimal (i.e. #5)•
As these results indicate, similar categorization with both 
judges and the researcher occurred with $1 of the 151 cards or 3^ per 
cent, while 75 cards or b-9.6 per cent had one agreement between a 
judge and the researcher. Out of the 151» only 25 or 16.5 per cent
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had no overlap in categorization.
Step 2: The 151 original cards were shuffled and re-shuffled and
every other card was chosen. Two other judges were given every other 
card of those 151 original cards, for a total of ?6 cards. These 
judges were asked to note,any similarities in the quotes on the cards 
and to attempt a categorization of those similarities. Additionally, 
they were instructed to focus on the processes involved in those 
quotes, rather than the content of the quote itself. The results of 
Step 2 follow.
TABLE 4.4 CATEGORIZATION SCHEME, JUDGE #3
1. "The fringe"
2. Self-motivation
3. "Arguing as usual"
4. Closeness
5. "A family is..."
6. Isolation
7. N/A
Judge #3
1. "The fringe." The category represents "a lack of cohesive­
ness in the family unit," "separateness", and "a lack of closeness." 
This distance is between the family members not within them.
"Where's your dad fit into the story?"
"He don't...half the kids don't even care if he leaves or 
not... He's been gone since, well, really, mom moved over
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here... The family got pretty broken up...I don't really 
care, so now the family is closer together over here."
"How come your dad’s all the way over there?" 
"Because he's not as close."
2. Self-motivation. In this category the youth shows her
"desire for independence" and "being on her own".
"...they don't let 15-year-olds move out on their own, no 
matter how mature. I could see moving in with a roommate 
or somebody I could get along with...it would be better 
than the family situation, I mean, we tried it and it didn't 
work. I think it's about time to cut that out. They have 
to give me a chance..."
3• "Arguing as usual." This category was broken down into 
two sub-categories, a) where the family conflict involved, "directly", 
the youth:
"We can't talk to each other and we have a difference of 
opinion on everything.„. She will try to fight one way on 
something and I'll fight the other way."
and, b) where the conflict involves the youth "indirectly", where
"the youth is outside,of the conflict situation", yet the conflict
is going on with other family members:
"...well, if they don't kill each other...doesn't look like 
they're going to get their feelings back together."
Closeness. This category refers to the youths' "feelings 
of closeness" they have for other family members:
"What kind of feeling is that?"
"Love. My mom feels love for the little ones, but especially 
her own."
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5. "A family is..." This category refers to the "hypothetical 
statements the youth make about their family members".
"A family is a group of members who are joined together for
good times and bad...they all just coagulate."
6. Isolation, This last category refers to the "feelings 
of alientation that the youth reports feeling". In this category 
the youth are seen as "apart from the family members...apart from 
life in general".
"...a lot of times it seems like I’m in jail."
"What do you think the bars are in that situation?"
"Their feelings toward me and mine toward them,,.and
fighting too, that sorta isolates you."
TABLE 4.5 CATEGORIZATION SCHEME, JUDGE #4
1. Regulatory
2. Struggle— goal oriented
3. Crowded
4. Closeness-relational
5. Closeness— sense of emotional family unit
6. Isolation
?. Struggle— "fighting for the sake of fighting" 
8. Lack of control
Judge #4,
1. Regulatory. This category describes "how people regulate 
things in the family", as related to how they "control each other".
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"They're the ones that make decisions for the family and 
they're the ones that you go to if you have something to 
say."
"Well, this one reminds me of my family because there's 
someone lecturing a group."
"Who is lecturing?"
"Mom and dad, mostly mom."
2, Struggle— goal oriented. This category is characterised 
by conflicts within the family that have "some goal in mind". Many 
times this "struggle" is "for power as the end result".
"Who is that?"
"That's my dad yelling at me...down there."
"...I haven't hit my mom, up to this day, I still carry what 
you would call respect. She knows what kind of person I was 
and that I wouldn't hit her back and knew I wouldn't 'cause 
I'd taken so much from her before."
"What are you doing?"
"Competing."
"For what?"
"To see who's going to win."
"Win what?"
"I don't know. I don't know if any of us know that."
3. Crowded. This category has to do with how crowded the 
youth feels within the family.
"We got a lot of stuff around the house, just needs put away, 
and we talk about it now and we don't do nothing about it...
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It just piles up and it just gets tiring... We just leave 
piles of little things, you know? It just seems too crowded, 
too many people maybe."
"What is the feeling in this picture?"
"Overpopulation."
4. Closeness. This refers to how "close the relationships
in the family seem to be to the youth."
"...my brother and my grandma, I guess they're the closest 
people to me."
"leah, well, I'm not close to anyone anymore."
5. Closeness— emotional family unit. This refers to "the
youth's sense of a close, emotional family unit."
"...a family is a group of people that love each other and 
love to take care of each other, together."
"What kind of things are your dad?"
"Tender, he's proud of the things he is."
"I love the little kids. I get along with them real well, 
love them more than anything in the world. I adore them."
6. Isolation. This refers to the "sense of alienation the
youth feels" within the family unit.
"I've left the rest of the family, want to be alone, and to 
think about being alone."
"I don't know, my step-dad hates me, that's why I'm down 
here."
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?. Struggle— "fighting for the sake of fighting". This
category is characterized "by conflicts "that are not directional,
those with no anticipated outcome."
"What do you suppose they're going to do after?”
"Walk away from each other for awhile, then one of them will 
beg the other to come back and they'll make up again."
"I don't think anything will get done about them. Oh, they 
can sit there and fight it out, but I don't think anything 
will get seriously done. They won't come to an agreement 
or anything like that."
8. Lack of control. This is characterized by a "sense of
desperation", and a "feeling of powerlessness."
"...I can't go anywhere so I feel like I'm in jail, it's like 
out whole family is in a cage...maybe from each other."
The results of these two categorization schemes and the 
comparison of those schemes to the initial patterns are found in 
Appendix TV.
These three schemes, the initial coding and Judge #3 and 
Judge #4 were combined on the basis of their similarities. From the 
description of the categories, there seemed to be overlapping of 
definitions. It was this overlapping that was used to derive the 
final categorization of patterns. These five categories and their 
sub-categories are as follows:
1• Expression of control, both internally and externally.
This category combines the categories of "self-motivation", "regula­
tory", and "lack of control" found by Judges #3 and #k. Internal, 
control, where the youth perceives himself taking responsibility for
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his own life, was found to overlap in definition and in the cards 
chosen to represent that category with that cetegory of "self- 
motivation". External control, or power, was seen to he equivalent 
to those categories of "regulatory" and "lack of control" which hoth 
represented the control of the youth occurring outside of himself, 
through parents, teachers, probation, etc.
2. Patterns of conflict: style and structure. This category,
one of the initial patterns, was also supported by the judges in their 
categories, "arguing as usual" and the "struggle" categories. Conflict 
style, or the approach the family members have toward 'doing' conflict 
was equivalent to the "arguing as usual" category, where the youth 
describe the usual conflicts that occur in her family. The two 
"struggle" categories, goal oriented and "fighting for the sake of 
fighting" were representative of the youth's perception of how con­
flict is structured and the rules that occur within each structure.
Isolation. This new category, generated by both judges 
serves the purpose of explaining how the youth feels in relation to 
his family. It was found that many of the cards originally coded 
"the function of the youth in the family system" were placed in this 
category. Additionally, all judges, in both Steps 1 and 2 had 
difficulty with the "function" category. Because of the lack of 
reliability of that category, as pointed out by Step 1, and due to 
the emergence and support of the "isolation" category, the category 
of "function" was omitted in the final list of descriptive patterns.
It can be assumed that the "function" category was developed more from
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the standpoint of a researcher in family communication than from the 
actual data supplied by the youth.
4. Closeness; emotional and relational. This category, a 
combination of the "relational proximity" and "emotional valence" 
categories, was additionally supported by the judges. In the 
"closeness" category of Judge #3 and the "closeness in a family unit" 
category of Judge the concept of emotional closeness was verified. 
Many of the cards originally coded for the emotional valence pattern 
were found in the new categories of the judges. For example, eight 
of the nine cards chosen in Judge # V s  "closeness" category were 
cards initially coded as emotional closeness. Relational closeness, 
as supported by the new categories of "relationship closeness" and 
"the fringe", emerged as the second sub-category of "closeness."
This, too, was validated by 13 cards out of the 21 placed in that 
category being cards coded "relational proximity". The decision to 
merge the two original categories into one with two sub-categories 
was based on the similarities of the two and the desire for clarity
in the final categorization scheme.
5. Crowding. The last pattern comes from both the original 
patterning and Judge # V s  category, "crowding". Additionally, the 
"crowding" pattern was a clear description to the judges in Step 1, 
where out of the 11 cards coded as "crowding" eight were coded the 
same by both judges.
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The final patterns, found to he descriptive of the youth and 
her system are located in Table 4.6.
PATTERNS THAT ARE DESCRIPTIVE OF YOUTH'S 
PERCEPTION OF HER PLACE IN THE FAMILY SYSTEM
1. Expression of control
a. internal
b. external
2. Patterns of conflict
a. style
b. structure
3. Isolation
4. Closeness
a. relational
b. emotional
5. Crowding
Tennessee Self-Concept Scale
Additional findings from the Tennessee Self Concept Scale 
support the findings of Fitts (1965)» Atchison (1958) and Lefeber (1964) 
where significant differences in self-regard between delinquents and 
nondelinquents were found, with the delinquents being reported at a 
much lower level than the nondelinquents, (in Wylie, 1974)
Of the fifteen youth that took the TCSC, only three had family 
self-concept scores within the norm, 61.5-80. The highest reported 
score was 71i the lowest, a 40, with the mean score of all youth 
interviewed being 53*47, in comparison to the mean of the norm group,
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as reported by Fitts (1965) of 70.83. These scores and their 
corresponding "T" scores are found in Table 4.7.
TABLE 4.7 TSCS REPORTED AND "T" SCORES
TSCS Scores "T" Scores
46 21
71 50
56 32
56 32
56 32
42 17
47 22
58 35,
53 29
53 29
49 25
44 20
63 40
68 47
40 17
11 8 to T £  =
2 =  53.47 T It =
The distribution of percentile rank can be found in Figure 4.10. 
Additionally it was found that, in comparison to the "normal" 
standard deviation reported by Fitts (1965) of 8.43 the youth inter­
viewed had a standard deviation of 8.83. As Figure 4.10 indicates,
?k
FIGURE 4,10 DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTILE SCORES, TSCS
OA S10Z0 30 40 to 70 80 90 S3-
£.= 9.2 ------
TSCS norm £  = 50
the reported "family self-concept" scores of the youth were much 
lower than those scores of the norm group. This finding supports 
much of the literature on "juvenile delinquency" in which the "problem 
youth" has been shown to have lower self-concepts.
Additionally, it is important to note that the youth who 
reported the highest incidence of crowding, also had the lowest 
TSCS scores, rather than those youth who had the higher scores and 
mentioned crowding less frequently.
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4. How can these processes be validated?
The validation of the preceding processes was attempted through 
an interview with one of the counselors from the Friends to Youth 
Program, M. M had, at one time or another, been in contact with the 
families of each of the youth interviewed. The interview format with 
M consisted of:
1. Asking her to make some evaluation of what the youth would 
score on the TSCS.
2. Have her choose three pictures that she felt were repre­
sentative of that youth's concept of himself in the family. 
These pictures were the same used for the "Portrait."
3* Explain her idea of the youth's function in the family 
system.
4. Have her "sculpt", by drawing, how the youth sees himself 
in the family system.
1. M's estimation of the youth’s TSCS's scores supported the 
finding that the youth interviewed had consistently lower family self- 
concept scores than those same scores of a "norm" group. The mean 
estimation score was 52.6 in comparison to the mean of actual scores 
53*4?. A computation of Pearson's Product "r" showed a positive 
correlation of, .447. (See'-Table 4.8) It is important to note that
M had never worked with the TSCS previous to this study and that her 
estimations were based on Fitts (1965) norm group data.
2. The choice of pictures also supported some of the findings 
from the "Family Portrait". Again, based on the Roe and Seigelman PGR 
categories (see Chapter I), M chose more pictures in the "rejecting" 
and "neglecting" categories. (See Table 4.9) One difference in M's 
choice of pictures and those pictures chosen by the youth was in M's
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TABLE 4.8 . COMPARISON OF YOUTH TSCS SCORES AND ESTIMATED SCORES
YOUTH ESTIMATION
46 42
71 65
56 50
56 70
56 42
42 50
4 ? 42
58 42
53 45
53 50
49 45
44 68
63 68
68 65
40 45
£  = 802 £  = 789
£  = 53.^7 T = 52.6
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TABLE 4.9 PCR CATEGORIES: ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED
PCR CATEGORIES ACTUAL ESTIMATED*
demanding 4 7.5
protective 4 5
casual 4 5
rejecting 15 15
neglecting 10 7
loving 8 4.5
* The estimated category has three more pictures. This is because M 
rated the pictures with one youth as a) being in a good mood and, 
b) being in a bad mood ("He vascillates so much between hating his 
parents and loving his parents that I find it necessary to choose 
six pictures for him.").
low rating of the loving category as opposed to the higher rating of 
that category by the youth. (See Table 4.9)
Additionally, out of the fifteen estimations, M chose two of 
the same pictures as the youth in three and one picture in eight, 
leaving only three youth with no overlap in the estimation and the 
choice of actual picture. (See Table 4.10)
As Table 4.10 shows, of the 48 possibilities in picture choice, 
M estimated 16 pictures correctly. It is important to note that this 
33 per cent success rate had the potential of being much higher. M 
picked four or five pictures for some youth and was forced to narrow 
her choices. Many of the pictures eliminated in that last choice 
were the correct pictures.
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TABLE 4.10 PICTURES CHOSEN: M AND YOUTH
YOUTH M # OF AGREEMENT
1 4 14 4 1 12 2
14 9 8 2 11 1 0
11 4 15 16 7 8; 15 1 4 2
17 4 2 14 5 17 1
14 15 ,4 15 1. 18 1
1 5 15 10 6 16 0
4 9 6 4 1 17 1
12 4 6 15 11 12 1
10 8 14 10 3 4 1
8 13 6 14 13 15 1
8 10 15 15 4 10 2
2 11 14 11 18 4 1
9 6 11 9 6 2 2
8 .5 17 9 1 4 0
12 15 17 12 16 4 1
Total =16
3. M saw the function of the youths as varying from the 
"sick child", "the growing hoy", and "the young man" to the "I.P."
Nine out of the fifteen youth interviewed were seen as serving the 
function of the "identified patient" at one time. Four were perceived 
as playing that role at the moment.
Of those youth M saw as a functioning I,P., five of them
reported being "alienated" or "isolated" from the rest of their 
family.
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Some other functions included being the "manipulator":
"...he is the person who allows his parents not to con­
front each other and he does that by the manipulation of 
the two against the other all the time and by doing enough 
things that are "bad" all the time that all the energy 
that would be needed to deal with other parts of the 
family is focused on, 'How are we going to help him 
straighten out?'"
the "go between":
"His function right now is to be played back and forth 
between his mother and father..."
and the "baby of the family":
"He is watched over and protected and cared for..."
"When he was running away, to know that he had taken a 
shower and eaten was all his mother wanted."
k. The sculptures were done from the youth's perspective, 
that is, how M thought the youth would sculpt the family rather than 
how M would sculpt the family, (See Appendix II for all the sculptures.)
An example of one sculpture that was similar to those sculpted 
by the youth and the comparison of that sculpture to that of the 
youth's is shown in Figure ^.11.
Of the four questions presented to M for validation purposes 
the task of drawing the sculpture proved to be the least reliable.
(See Appendices II and IV.) This could be due, in part, to the limita­
tions presented to the youth in the family sculpture instructions 
(see Table 3*1^) whereas M had few limitations.
In addition to the interview, the same procedure used in the 
categorization of patterns was used with M's interview. Each inter­
view was taped, and then transcribed. Each transcription was read and 
re-read in search of support for the initial patterns located in the
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FIGURE 4.11 COMPARISON OF YOUTH SCULPTURE AND CROSS-CHECK DRAWING
Youth #1: Youth Sculpture:.
MO/M':
fto y rtlS
Youth #1 as drawn by counselor:
ftvxN;
you
a\d k Oht*
/ x
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youth, interview. Quotations were then transferred to notecards (74) 
and given to the judges. Again, Step 1 was done in which the judges 
attempted to place M's cards in the pre-existing categories (see 
Table 4.11). It was found that 17 out of the 74 were consistent with 
both judges and the researcher (22.9 per cent). Twenty-seven out of 
the 74 cards, or 36.4 per cent, were coded by one judge consistently 
with the researcher; 40.5 per cent did not overlap from either judge 
onto the researcher's coding. A possible explanation for the lower 
reliability of M's categories could be that 20 out of the 74 cards 
represented the "function of the youth" category, a category that 
proved to be not as clear to the judges as the others.
As Table 4.11 indicates, nine per cent of the categorization 
between both judges and M were similar; while 15 cards or 45 per cent 
were similarily categorized by one judge and M. Out of the 33 cards 
15 had no agreement of categories.
It is important to note that the categories derived from M 's 
interview were not descriptive of the youth's patterns, but checks 
on the categories that were descriptive of those patterns reported 
by the youth about their family systems.
This interview proved to be a good way to validate some of 
the processes used in this study. As M said after the interview,
"I didn't know I knew that much about them."
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TABLE 4.11 CODING OF M INTERVIEW: STEP #1
Card # Initial Coding Judge #1 Judge #2
1 2 1 2
2 3 3 3
3 4 4 5
4 2 2 2
5 2 2 36 3 2 1
7 2 1 1
8 2 1 2
9 4 3 5
10 4 4 5
11 3 3 1
12 6 6 3
13 1 6 1
14 2 1 2
15 3 3 3
16 3 2 2
17 2 0 0
18 2 1 0
19 5 0 0
20 4 4 521 2 1 2
22 2 5 5
23 4 5 124 3 2 1
25 3 1 2
26 2 4 6
27 2 3 528 4 2 6
29 2 1 2
30 3 3 0
31 3 3 2
32 1 2 2
33 2 1 1
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The results of this study indicate that the three techniques,
Family Portrait, Family Sculpture and Family Story, are useful in
generating figurative statements about the youth and that youth's
place in his or her family system. Although there are needed changes
in the organization and administration of these techniques (see below),
it has been shown that using figurative description is a procedure in
which not only the researcher but also the youth can view the family
as a unit or a system. Another advantage of the metaphorical or
projective techniques is that it allows the youth to go beyond the
usual interviewing technique and permits discovery and new awareness
about how her family "works". Watzlawick, in an article about "the
Structured Family Interview" points this out by saying
Family oriented clinicians have long appreciated that 
the kind of information needed for their work is 
largely outside the family's awareness— thus direct 
questioning, in order to elicit this information, 
would, in most cases, be as ineffectual as asking an 
anxiety neurotic why he is anxious and expecting 
more than a rationalization or a cliche' for an 
answer. (1966, p. 256)
In most of the interviews, the demographic information acquired at
the beginning of the session, where the youth were asked straight
questions were, indeed, cliche's and "pat" answers. Yet, once the
description began to be generated, each youth yielded information that,
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in the words of M, the Friends to Youth counselor, "Took months to 
figure out."
The comments about the interviews were all positive except 
for one youth who thought it was "O.K., but pretty wierd." Some 
youths mentioned that they would like to have other members in their 
family take part in the interviews, "so they can see how I feel."
Suggestions
Some of the "failures", or diffuculty in answering the questions,
were mostly due to the metaphorical nature of the study itself. Some
youth just had a hard time moving from the "intellectualizing" level
to that level of stories, metaphors and fantasy. There seemed to be
two main reasons for this difficulty. The first had something to do
with a desire to "be cool" or be accepted. At the age of most
interviewees, there seems to be a drive for "coolness". After this
"problem" was noticed, the researcher added several comments about
the techniques, for example:
"Yeah, I know that seems to be hard to do, but if you 
want to have a cigarette and think about it I'll just 
read this magazine..."
This seemed to help immensely in having the youth take some time and 
begin to think about their families from a "story" standpoint.
The second reason for the difficulty encountered in metaphor­
ical description was due to the nature of the metaphor itself. One 
possible solution to this problem is to' change the order of the tech­
niques so that the "Portrait", the technique requiring the least 
shift from "intellectualizing" thought, would be first and the "Story",
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the technique requiring the most, would occur last. I found that the
youth who were interviewed in that order tended to have the richest
detail in the family story. Similarily, those youth who were to tell •
the story first, had the most difficult time.
It is important to point out that, because of the nature of
the study, "apparent failure may not be failure at all:
Sometimes the use of a technique that produces no
apparent response is, in fact, a significant part of
a softening up process. New insights.are not always easy 
for clients to adopt; old defenses do not necessarily melt 
away at the first assault. (Jefferson, 1978, p. 70)
Another suggestion for improving the results of the family
story would be to provide a more narrow fantasy induction into the
story. If a researcher, or counselor, provided some examples (i.e.,
'■'try to look at your family like animals or inanimate objects") it
would seem helpful in aiding the interviewee to think metaphorically.
Suggestions in improving the family sculpture include the use
of colored pipecleaners as people in the family. Having the youth
explain her reasoning behind the use of "purple" for mom and "yellow"
for herself could lead to further insight. Additionally, the structure
of the sculpturing exercise could be changed. Rather than presenting
the youth with only two styrofoam blocks, the researcher could provide
many blocks from which the youth could choose. These blocks could be
different sizes and shapes which would allow the youth more creative
freedom in sculpting the family. Simon (1972) points out that
"sculpture should not be over interpreted as telling it like it is",
for it "is" only in the sense of the sculptor's inner reality. As a
suggestion for a counselor using the sculpture over an extended perio>d
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of time, it may prove useful to have the youth, or client, to resculpt 
his family and/or relationships each session for further clarification- 
on how the youth is feeling about the family members and his place in 
the family system at the moment. Sometimes, when the youth is having 
difficulty verbally expressing her feeling about her family it could 
prove useful to turn to the sculpture to aid in the communication of 
those feelings. The symbolism expressed in the use of that technique 
can help to uncover and clarify ambivalent and confused attitudes 
within the family— feelings which are often too intense to express 
in words.
Other suggestions in the use of these techniques could involve 
the youth bringing to the next interview or session, some pictures 
that they have found that could represent their family system with 
more clarity than those pictures chosen by a researcher. One criticism 
of providing the pictures to the youth is that it doesn't support the 
phenomenological nature of the study. Having the youth supply their 
own pictures, at least from a counseling standpoint, would provide 
them more freedom to choose how they "really" see their family.
Another change would involve a more complete integration of 
each of the techniques used. For example, once the youth explains 
the pictures, the researcher, or counselor, could move to the sculpture 
by saying, "So you say your mom gives you a feeling of rejection? Why 
don't you take these pipecleaners and show me what that looks like to 
you." In this way, the sculpture could be more specific to a particu­
lar situation. Similarily, the researcher could integrate the sculp­
ture and story: "You look like you're way over here, separated from
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the rest of your family...Why don't you tell me a story that would 
involve you being included in the family again.” At this point the 
researcher could again use the sculpture for.further clarification: 
"O.K., now show me what it would look like if you were back with 
your mom."
Also, based on the results of the discrepancy between family 
definition and how the youth saw her family, the researcher could have 
the youth sculpt the family as it is and then have her sculpt it 
again, how she would like it to be.
One other suggestion would involve the use of Jungian arch­
types in the analysis of the metaphorical description as presented 
by the youth. For example, the Jungian symbol of vehicle ("My mom _ 
is like a big yellow bus.") represents a "life force". A researcher 
or counselor, versed in Jungian symbolism could make further analysis 
of the youth's family relationships based on the symbolism transmitted 
in the figurative description.
Implications and Criticisms Based on Results
Of all the findings reported in this study, that of the family 
definition holds the most implications. Not only were the majority 
of definitions of a functional, nature, but the concept of family as 
those being "closest" or "supportive" was validated by M in her 
drawings of the family unit. If families are to be defined by what 
they do rather than who they are it seems that much of the work with 
all the "blood" family members as a family unit could be focusing in 
the wrong direction. Perhaps involving important friends and
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excluding some brothers would prove more successful in working with a 
family system. Rather than working with the family "network" a "mini­
network" of family members, as defined by the youth or I.P. would 
prove as effective. By focusing on a "functional" family perspective 
the researcher allows the youth more flexibility in describing the 
"family unit". This phenomenological definition of family additionally 
focuses on the relational linkages and family dynamics as reported by 
the youth. As a check on changing family dynamics, a researcher or 
counselor could ask the youth to define a family on separate occasions. 
This would lead to greater insight into how the youth sees the family 
functioning as a unit.
One of the categories generated, crowding, has some implica­
tions on a youth's perception of himself in his family. Based on the 
reports of crowding from most of the youth interviewed, and supported 
by Lorenz's 1966 study where crowding leads to both isolation and 
aggressiveness, one implication would be to allow the youth more 
"autonomy" and privacy in his home life. Few of the yough interviewed 
had their own rooms. It would seem that to allow the youth some 
privacy and some access to his own "space" would promote better 
•feelings between that youth and his family members.
From the category of conflict patterns, it seems that youth 
look upon the idea of conflict as a thing to be avoided. If conflict 
could be expanded to include, as Frost and Wilmot (1978) point out, 
"productive conflict", the idea of talking things out or as one youth 
referred to it, "the family meeting" will become more common and 
conflict will not need to be avoided.
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From the category of control; as mentioned, above, by providing 
the youth with more "space", the problems of isolation and placing 
control externally could be decreased.
One criticism of the findings of this study involve the use 
of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale. Even though the results in this 
particular research support many of the findings where the TSCS was 
used previously, the criticisms of Wylie (197*0 of this scale outweigh 
the results generated from it. Although Fitts contends that there 
are differences in self-regard scores of "non-normals", there are 
studies that show self-regard, as reported on the TSCS, as higher in 
schizophrenics (Hevenor and Izard, 1962) and delinquents (Collins,
Burger and Doherty, 1970). Additionally, it was found by Herbert (1968) 
that the difference in reported self-regard between delinquents and 
non-delinquents was due, at least in part, to the lower reading 
abilities of the delinquents' group.
One more criticism involves the "training effect" of the 
researcher throughout the study. As the.interviews progressed, the 
researcher became more skilled in generating more figurative descrip­
tion. A suggestion to alleviate this effect is to run an involved 
pilot study so that once the actual study is to be run, the researcher 
will have developed a standardized format and consistent interview 
style.
3. How can I as a communication researcher, use this information to 
help in understanding the system with only one person available 
from that system?
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The results of this study show the family from one perspective, 
that of the youth being interviewed. An important occurrence was that 
four of the fifteen youth interviewed were from the same family. The 
separate accounts of which parent left who seemed to be told by youth 
from four separate families. Because of the discrepancy in information 
from one youth to the next, it would seem that these interviews 
support one perspective of the family system, that perspective of the 
youth being interviewed.
As a communication researcher this holds two implications:
1. If a researcher moves from what R. D. Laing refers to 
as the "direct perspective", where the youth is just relating the 
family experience from her perspective, to the "meta" ("I think that 
my mom would...") or the "meta-meta" perspective ("I think that my mom 
thinks that I..."), she would receive a wider range of how the youth 
sees her family system at work. Again, this is still only one perspec­
tive of how the youth sees the family, but it will enable the researcher 
to clarify more points about how the youth has a place in the family.
If a researcher, for example, has the youth sculpt the family how he 
thinks mom would do it, or how little sister would see it, it broadens 
the amount of information coming in to that researcher.
2. The only way to get a total perspective on the family 
system is to use these techniques with the entire system. To have 
mom sculpt where she sees her son,-in front of the entire family, and 
then have the son sculpt how he thinks mom sees him would provide great 
insight to the family members into the workings of their system.
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A comparison of family perspectives in front of other family members 
could not only add insight from the researcher or counselor's perspec­
tive but it could also point out new insights to the family unit.
An implication in using these techniques in a family session is 
pointed out by Simon (1972) where "in a culture 'where actions speak 
louder than words', the abstraction in family sculpture lends itself 
to more criticism." (p. 55) As a communications researcher or from 
a counseling perspective, this is an important consideration in 
opening the users to attacks from other family members.
Suggestions for Further Use
This study has shown that youth, through the use of metaphors 
and fantasy, can talk about how they see themselves in their families. 
As a communication researcher or as a family counselor or therapist, 
the techniques outlined in this study are useful in generating these 
metaphorical descriptions. Because of the difficulty in acquiring 
access to the entire family, the results of this study show that there 
is a way to point out family problems, communication breakdowns and 
inconsistencies, through the use of the Family Sculpture, Family 
Portrait, and the Family Story. Although this does not tell a 
researcher or a counselor about the perspectives of the whole family 
it does help that researcher or counselor, and the youth * in under­
standing the family system, As Papp, et. al., points out:
If a child can be helped to understand the family theme
he is acting out, he has the possibility of unhooking
himself, even though the parents cannot, (p. 208)
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Summary
This study showed that youth can define a family, describe 
their family system and their place in that system through the three 
techniques employed during the course of this research. I observed 
that the youth could use a range of description, from figurative to 
literal in that description of the family unit. The more figurative 
the discussion, the more information was transmitted about the family 
as a -unit.
Several patterns were also observed in how the youth described 
his family:
1. Expression of control, externally and internally
2. Patterns of conflict style and structure
3. Isolation
4. Closeness, emotional and relational
5. Crowding
One of the most significant findings involved the results of the family 
definition. Rather than defining a family as a social unit, for 
example, "my family is my dad, mom and brothers," most of the youth 
described their "ideal" family from a functional standpoint. That the 
youth perceives his family as a unit of function rather than as a 
group of people that "live in the same house" holds important implica­
tions. I found that the youth who described their families as follow­
ing these patterns of negative conflict, external control, crowding 
and isolation were more likely to describe their family as far from 
the "ideal" family presented in the family definition. As conflict was
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described in a more positive light, and the expression of control 
was placed internal to the youth, the description of the family and 
the definition of that family were more similar.
This study has several implications for communication 
researchers and counselors working with one person from a family 
system. Through figurative description generated by the three tech­
niques used in this study, an observer can gain a vantage point on 
how the youth does see himself in his family unit. By using tech­
niques that generate a more figurative abstract description, a 
researcher may speculate more freely on the family and the youth's 
perception of it.
Additionally, viewing the family as a functional unit rather 
than defining it from the social agency perspective holds many 
implications for family counselors, family therapists, and social 
agencies geared to deal with the family.
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APPENDIX I
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
A. Definition of the family
What this is about is to talk about how you see your family
and how you see yourself fitting into your family...the first thing
I'd like you to do is to tell me what you think a family is.
B. Using that definition, if you were to describe your family who
would you say would be in it?
1. Following were questions that concerned the ages of the 
family members (How much older is your brother than you?)•
2. Anyone else you would like to include in that family?
O.K., when you talk about family throughout the rest of this interview 
I'll assume that these are the people you will be referring to 
(repeat the names and relationships of the family members as described 
by the youth).
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APPENDIX I.a 
"THE FAMILY PORTRAIT"
A. Instructions and Explanation
First, what I'd like you to do is to go through and pick out 
three pictures out of these eighteen that in some way remind you of 
your family. It doesn't just have to be a picture of mom, dad and 
the kids, it can also be a picture that reminds you of some feelings 
or activities that happen in your family. So go ahead and pick out 
three that we can talk about..
B. Questions relating to the three pictures chosen by the youth 
(Each of these groups of questions were asked about each picture, if 
applicable. Following these questions were appropriate probes that 
varied from each picture and each youth.) (P: probes)
1. Who is that? (P: Could it be anybody else? Is there any­
body not In the picture?)
2. What are they doing? Who are they talking to? (P: What 
are the people that you didn't include in the picture 
doing?)
3. What do you think they're saying?
4. What were they doing before the picture was taken?
5» What will they do after this picture is taken?
6. If these people were to have an arguement what would It
be about? (P: Do they argue often?)
7* Who is the most important person in the picture? (P; What 
about her is important?)
8. Who is the least important person in the picture? (P: What 
about him is least important?)
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APPENDIX I.a (CONTINUED)
9. What kind of feelings are in this picture? (P: What
happens in your family that causes you to feel that 
feeling?)
10. Who is taking the picture? (P: Are you ever the
photographer? . How do your pictures turn out?)
11. Anything else about that picture? (P: Would you like
to go on to the next one?)
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APPENDIX I.b 
"THE FAMILY SCULPTURE"
A. Instructions and Explanations
The next thing I want you to do is to try to see your family 
in another way. In this you get to be an artist and sculpt your 
family. Here are two styrofoam platforms. You.can use these or you 
can just use the floor. Here are some people you can use to do the 
sculpture. Just take these people, make them into someone in your 
family and stick them into the styrofoam or place them where you 
like. This sculpture is for you to show me some of the relationships 
you have with other people in your family. Are there any questions?
O.K., why don't you take a few minutes and create your sculpture, 
then we can talk about it.
B. Questions
1. Who are these people? (P: Who is not in the sculpture?
Where are they? If they were to sculpt the family would 
they include themselves?)
2. Spatial questions, (i.e., "I see your brother is in the 
middle..."; "What are you doing way over here?"; "These 
two are pretty far apart...")
3. Relationship questions, (i.e., "Do these people ever 
move over here?"; "Does your father get closer to your 
mother?"; "Are you moving off the platform or climbing 
on?")
4. If these people could be colors, what colors would they
be? (P: What about your sister reminds you of yellow?)
5* If you were to do this in six months would it look differ­
ent? (P: What will happen in those six months that will 
make it chanjge?)
6. Anything else about the sculpture?
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APPENDIX I.c 
"THE FAMILY STORY"
A. Instructions and Explanation
The last thing I'd like you to do is to describe your family 
to me, only this time instead of being an artist, you can be a writer.
What I want you to do is to tell me a family story where you are the
author, the playwrite, the director...the story can be anything you 
want it to be. That means it can be about what happens at home, but 
it can also be about a fantasy where the people in your family become 
characters in your story...it doesn't have to be real, just as long as 
it represents family people and family feelings. Any questions?
0.K. The first thing that usually helps in trying to come up 
with a family story is to try and think where the story would take 
place... So, why don't you close your eyes and think of where you 
are, the background of your story, the scenery...take your time and 
when you think of a place, let me know.
B. Questions
1. Where are you? (P: What is it like? warm? wet? cold?)
2. Who is with you there? (P: Who is not there?)
3» What are you doing? (P: What are the people doing that
aren't there?).
What kind of story is this? (Ps drama? romance? 
western? horror? love?)
5* What kind of an ending does that story have? (P: happy? 
sad?)
6. Anything else about the story?
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THE YOUTHS’ FAMILY SCULPTURE
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APPENDIX III (CONTINUED)
Card # Initial Coding Judge #1 Judge #2
28 4 . 4 •, 5
29 4 . h 5
30 5 4 / : ■' 6
31 6 6 ..I;'-. 6
32 6 6 ' 6
33 6 6 ■ ; 6
34 .1 i ■ 1
35 1 3 1
36 2 3 - 2
37 2 4 2
38 1 1 ’ 1
39 5 5 5
40 1 1 0
41 1 1. l
42 5 4 5
43 2 1 2
4-4 2 1 2
4-5 1 1 1
4-6 1 1 1
47 1 1 1
48 1 1 - ■ 2
49 1 I 2
50 5 4 5
51 5 4 ' V; 5
52 5 4 5
53 4 4 6
54 6 6 6
55 4 4 5
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Card # Initial Coding Judge #1 Judge #2
56 5 0 0
57 b 3 5
58 b 3 3
59 5 5 5
60 b b 4
61 1 1 , 1
62 2 1 2
63 1 1 2
6b 2 1 . 2
65 1 1 1
66 1 1 1
67 1 1 1
68 1 1 1
69 1 1 1
70 2 3 5
71 5 b 5
72 5 3 5
73 1 1 1
7b 1 1 1
75 1 1 1
76 2 1 2
77 3 3 3
78 3 1 2
79 2 2 6
80 6 6 0
81 6 b 5
82 3 5 5
83 5 1 5
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Card # Initial Coding Judge #1 Judge #2
m 1 1 1
85 4 4 5
86 3 1 1
87 1 2 4
88 4 2 5
89 5 3 0
90 6 6 6
91 2 ■ 0 3
92 5 4 5
93 2 3 1
94 2 2 2
95 5 0 2
96 5 4 .5
97 2 4 5
98 4 4 5
99 4 4 4
100 5 4 5
101 4 4
102 2 5 0
103 4 4 4
104 4 4 5
105 4 4 5
106 1 1 1
107 1 1 3
108 4 4 5
109 1 1 1
110 1 1 1
111 6 6 6
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Card # Initial coding Judge #1 Judge #2
112 4 4 5
113 1 1 1
114 3 3 3
115 1 i 1
116 3 3 4
117 4 4 2
118 4 4 4
119 6 6 6
120 6 6 0
121 > 4 4
122 4 4 4
123 4 4 5
124 6 6 5
125 4 4 4
126 5 4 5
127 4 4 5
128 4 4 5
129 1 1 1
130 5 5 5
131 5 4 1
132 5 5 5
133 5 4 5
134 5 1 5
135 4; 4 5
136 4 4 5
137 4 4 5
138 5 3 5
139 4 4 5
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Card # Initial Coding Judge #1 Judge #2
140 5 3 5
141 5 0 5
142 5 3 3
143 6 0 0
144 4 1 2
145 5 5 1
146 5 1 1
14? 1 1 1
148 1 1 1
149 1 1 1
150 1 1
151 4 1 1
APPENDIX IV
COMPARISON OF FAMILY PATTERN CATEGORIES*
Card # Initial Coding Judge #3 Judge #4
3 4 4 4
6 1 0 2
7 1 3b 7
8 1 1 7
9 4 5 4
10 4 6 6
11 3 6 6
15 4 6 2
16 3 0 0
17 2 2 8
18 2 2 2
20 5 5. 5
21 4 6 6
23 2 0 1
24 4 5 4
26 2 1 1
27 2 1 1
28 4 1 4
30 5 0 6
33 6 0 3
36 2 6 8
38 1 3b 7
39 5 0 7
.40 1 3a 2
43 2 3a 2
44 2 3a 8
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Card # Initial Coding Judge #3 Judge #4
48 1 3a 2
49 2 3a 2
51 5 6 6
54 6 2 8
55 4 0 2
58 4 6 6
59 5 0 5
60 4 1 4
61 1 38 7
62 2 3a 8
68 1 .0 7
70 2 6 6
71 5 6 6
72 5 6 6
73 1 3a 7
75 1 38 7
76 2 1 1
77 3 0 0
79 2 3a 2
85 1+ 1 7
88 4 6 6
91 2 6 6
93 2 6 6
95 5 0 5
96 .5 5 5
98 4 0 4
102 2 3a 6
103 4 1 4
105 5 5 5
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Card # Initial Coding Judge #3 Judge #4
106 1 3b 7
108 4 6 3
109 1 3b 7
110 1 3b 2
111 6 1 3
113 1 5 4
115 1 5 1
116 3 0 1
118 4 1 0
119 6 1 0
121 4 1 0
125 4 1 4
126 5 5. 5
127 4 5 5
129 1 3b 7
130 5 4 5
134 5 5 5
138 5 6 6
139 4 0 1
145 5 4 4
147 1 '3a 2
149 1 3b 7
151 5 6 7
* the numbers in this table represent the category number as 
presented in Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4-6•
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